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ABSTRACT
THE CONSEQUENCES OF SPEED: STUDIES OF CAVITATION DURING THE MANTIS SHRIMP STRIKE
AND THE CONTROL OF RAPID DECELERATION DURING TOAD LANDING
SEPTEMBER 2016
SUZANNE M. COX, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
B.S., UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
B.F.A., MASSACHUSETTS COLLEGE OF ART AND DESIGN
M.A., BROWN UNIVERSITY
M.S.M.E., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Gary. B. Gillis
There are consequences of moving quickly in this world. Here we investigate how two very
different species, mantis shrimp (Odontodactylus scyllarus) and cane toads (Bufo marinus),
negotiate forces that result from moving rapidly in different environments. To study the
mechanical principles and fluid dynamics of ultrafast power-amplified systems, we built
Ninjabot, a physical model of the extremely fast mantis shrimp. While mantis shrimp produce
damaging cavitation upon impact with their prey, they do not cavitate during the forward
portion of their strike despite extreme speeds. In order to study cavitation onset in non-linear
flows common during the mantis shrimp strike, we used Ninjabot to produce strikes of varying
kinematics and measured cavitation presence or absence. We found that in rotating and
accelerating biological conditions, cavitation inception is best explained only by maximum linear
velocity. Thus, studies of cavitation onset in biological conditions only need to focus on
maximum velocity. On land, moving quickly requires avoiding or preparing for impact with other
objects, often the ground. Within anurans (frogs and toads), a group well known for jumping,
cane toads are known to perform particularly controlled landings in which the forelimbs are
vi

used to decelerate and balance the body after impact as the hind limbs are lowered to the
ground. Here I explore whether and how toads modulate landing preparation depending on
hopping and landing conditions and what this can tell us about how they utilize sensory
information to help them perform controlled landings. We found that toads modulate three
components of impact preparation to specific hop conditions: 1) They position the forelimbs to
hit the ground first by protracting and abducting the humeri, 2) They prepare and brace for
impact by extending the elbows and activating underlying musculature to stiffen the joint and 3)
they control torques during the landing by retracting the hind limbs and rotating the forelimbs
to align with the impact angle. By perturbing landing conditions we found that toads tune these
components to specific landing conditions with a combination of passive and active control and
toads do so by primarily relying on non-visual sensory feedback.
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INTRODUCTION
Most studies on fast-moving animals focus on how animals generate the force necessary
to power bursts of acceleration (Cavagna et al., 1994; Peplowski & Marsh, 1997; Roberts, 2003;
Patek et al., 2007; James & Wilson, 2008; Roberts & Azizi, 2011; Sutton & Burrows, 2011). Yet,
animals also face challenges simply because they move at high speeds. On land, moving fast
often means that animals need to avoid or prepare for impact with other objects (Tucker, 1998;
Santello, 2005; Konow et al., 2012). In water, some animals must contend with forces that only
dominate at greater speeds (Versluis et al., 2000; Patek et al., 2004). Here I look at two species,
one in water and one on land, that manage very different forces as a result of moving quickly.
Mantis shrimp are among the fastest aquatic animals. They break open hard bodied
prey by striking them with hammer-like appendages that they accelerate from rest to 30 m/s in
milliseconds (Patek et al., 2004; Cox et al., 2014). Moving this quickly in water generates
pressures low enough that the water molecules are pulled away from each other forming
cavitation bubbles (Sato & Kakutani, 1994; Brennen, 1995; Astolfi et al., 2000). These cavitation
bubbles collapse so quickly and violently that they emit light, heat up the nearby water to the
temperature at the surface of the sun and emit microjets powerful enough to erode holes in
nearby metal (Brennen, 1995; Franc & Michel, 2004). Mantis shrimp form cavitation bubbles as
they strike their prey (Patek et al., 2004; Patek & Caldwell, 2005; Cox et al., 2014), yet are rarely
seen generating cavitation before impact. This suggests that mantis shrimp may have evolved to
control cavitation, promoting it when it would be useful and suppressing it when it could only
damage themselves. Although cavitation has been studied for over a hundred years in steady
uniform flow(Ram, 1984; Sato & Kakutani, 1994; Astolfi et al., 2000; Shen et al., 2009b), little is
known about the conditions for cavitation formation when an object is rotated and accelerated
through water as in the mantis shrimp strike.
1

In order to systematically study cavitation under the conditions in which mantis shrimp
operate, I built Ninjabot, a physical model of the mantis shrimp strike that rotates a to-scale
appendage within appropriate environmental conditions. Ninjabot is an adjustable mechanism
that can repeatedly vary independent properties relevant to fast aquatic motions to help isolate
their individual effects. In chapter 1, I present Ninjabot and the first study of how non-linear
kinematics affects the formation of cavitation in biologically relevant conditions.
Turning to the terrestrial realm in the remaining chapters, I switch focus and explore
how cane toads prepare for landing. Landing after a jump or hop without harming oneself
requires preparation well before touchdown (Santello, 2005). Landing limbs are moved into
place and underlying musculature is activated to stiffen joints to act as dampers (Santello &
McDonagh, 1998; Santello, 2005). Within anurans (frogs and toads), a group well known for
jumping, cane toads (Bufo marinus) perform particularly controlled landings in which the
forelimbs are used to decelerate and balance the body after impact as the hind limbs are
lowered to the ground (Gillis et al., 2014). Landing preparation is well studied in mammals
(Santello, 2005) and involves integration of the senses to predict the timing and intensity of
impact. Yet it is not yet known how anurans prepare for landing and what sensory information
they utilize to accommodate diverse landing conditions.
In chapter 2, I explore whether cane toads change the configuration of their forelimbs at
touchdown when landing longer hops. Finding that forelimb configuration did vary consistently
with hop distance, I further studied how and when forelimbs moved prior to impact to shed
some light on whether toads are also relying on predictions of impact time and magnitude to
modulate landing preparation.
Cane toads absorb the kinetic energy of the hop exclusively with their forelimbs during
landing, without toppling or allowing the trunk or face to impact the ground (Gillis et al., 2014;
2

Krause et al., 2015). Such dynamic stability requires minimizing torques acting at the toad’s
center of mass. Chapter 3 focuses on how toads control the orientation of their body in relation
to the impending impact forces to minimize these torques. I propose that toads actively
position their forelimbs in line with the angle of impact to help stabilize landing and present a
study of forelimb kinematics to test this hypothesis.
The fact that toads change impact preparation depending on the landing conditions
seems to imply that they sense or predict how and when they will land. Humans and other
mammals integrate visual, vestibular and proprioceptive information with predictions based on
mental maps of the world to prepare to land from a jump or step (Santello et al., 2001), yet we
do not yet known how anurans prioritize sensory feedback during locomotion. In order to
discern the roles of vision and vestibular feedback for impact preparation in cane toads, I
designed a study that would conflict information from the two sensory systems during toad
hopping and looked at how this altered impact preparation. Chapter 4 presents this study and
its conclusions.

3

CHAPTER 1
A PHYSICAL MODEL OF THE EXTREME MANTIS SHRIP STRIKE: KINEMATICS AND
CAVITATION OF NINJABOT

Abstract
To study the mechanical principles and fluid dynamics of ultrafast power-amplified
systems, we built Ninjabot, a physical model of the extremely fast mantis shrimp (Stomatopoda)
raptorial appendages. Ninjabot rotates a to-scale appendage within the environmental
conditions and close to the kinematic range of mantis shrimp’s rotating strike. Ninjabot is an
adjustable mechanism that can repeatedly vary independent properties relevant to fast aquatic
motions to and identify their individual effects. Despite exceeding the kinematics of previously
published biomimetic jumpers and reaching speeds in excess of 25 m/s at accelerations of
3.2×104 m/s2, Ninjabot can still be outstripped by the fastest mantis shrimp, Gonodactylus
smithii, measured for the first time in this study. G. smithii reached 30 m/s at accelerations of
1.5×105 m/s2. While mantis shrimp produce cavitation upon impact with their prey, they do not
cavitate during the forward portion of their strike despite their extreme speeds. In order to
determine how closely to match Ninjabot and mantis shrimp kinematics to capture this
cavitation behaviour, we used Ninjabot to produce strikes of varying kinematics and to measure
cavitation presence or absence. Using Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) to compare statistical
models that correlated cavitation with a variety of kinematic properties, we found that in
rotating and accelerating biological conditions, cavitation inception is best explained only by
maximum linear velocity. Thus, in order to study cavitation onset in non-linear kinematic
conditions, it is only necessary to match maximum velocity.

4

Introduction
Extremely fast movements in water pose design and analytic challenges for both biology
and engineering. Very high speeds can generate cavitation bubbles destructive enough to erode
holes in metal (as reviewed by Tropea et al. 2007; Brennen 1995). Indeed, cavitation may act as
a constraint on aquatic animal speed (Davenport et al., 2011). One remarkable example of an
extremely fast moving marine animal is the mantis shrimp (Stomatopoda), which uses raptorial
appendages (fig. 1) to strike prey at extreme speeds and accelerations (Patek et al., 2004). The
long evolutionary history of mantis shrimp has yielded a powerful and robust system that
operates at the outer limits of biological movement in the sea. To inform engineering and
biological understanding of ultrafast movements and cavitation, we developed a biomimetic
mechanism, called “Ninjabot”, to physically model the power-amplified strike of the mantis
shrimp. Here we introduce the model, discuss its design challenges and present a study using
Ninjabot to determine the major kinematic factors that regulate cavitation onset in biological
conditions.

5

Figure 1. Gonodactylus smithii uses hammer-shaped raptorial appendages to smash open hardshelled prey. Raptorial components are labeled as follows: dactyl (d), propodus (p), carpus (c),
meral-V (mv), and merus (m).
Moving quickly through water can produce highly erosive cavitation. Cavitation is the
formation of bubbles due to a phase change, much akin to boiling. While boiling is caused by an
increase in temperature, cavitation occurs by lowering pressure (Brennen, 1995). When an
object is moved through water, velocity gradients and pressure variations form in the
surrounding fluid. During very fast movements or shocks, the local pressure can drop low
enough to produce cavitation bubbles. Because these areas of low pressure are transient,
cavitation bubbles enter areas of higher pressure and quickly collapse. The collapse of the
cavitation bubbles forms high amplitude shock waves, reaching hundreds of millions of Pascals
(Fujikawa & Akamatsu, 1980; Franc & Michel, 2004), produces heat that equals the temperature
at the surface of the sun [104 times the ambient temperature (Fujikawa & Akamatsu, 1980)], and
erodes holes in nearby substances as robust as metal propeller blades, boat hulls, and fuel
injection engines (Parsons & Cook, 1919; Brennen, 1995; Schmidt & Corradini, 2001; Franc &
Michel, 2004; Tropea et al., 2007).
The intense forces generated by cavitation have been harnessed by several organisms.
Snapping shrimp appendages shoot prey with a fast-moving cavitation bubble caused by the
6

negative pressure behind a water jet (Versluis et al., 2000). Whales may stun members of large
schools of fish with cavitation formed by tail flaps (Simon et al., 2005). Fungal spores rely on
cavitation to power spore ejection (Hovenkamp et al., 2009), and some developing insects rely
on cavitation to draw liquid out of their tracheae (Woods et al., 2009).
Mantis shrimp produce cavitation when they impact their prey. They rotate their
raptorial appendage at extremely high accelerations to strike hard bodied prey with forces
thousands of times their own body weight, breaking open mollusk shells and crustacean’s
carapaces. As their appendage rebounds, a cavitation bubble forms, collapsing quickly to deliver
a second pressure wave to the prey (Patek & Caldwell, 2005). Despite the fact that mantis
shrimp perform one of the fastest feeding strikes in the animal kingdom, cavitation is not seen
during their strikes except upon impact. Thus, it appears that the mantis shrimp may produce
cavitation when it could help speed up prey processing and avoid it when it would only erode
their own exoskeleton.
Despite the potentially significant effect of cavitation in biological systems, little is
known about the physical parameters that influence cavitation formation in biological
conditions. Experimental data on cavitation inception have proved too complex to analytically
predict (as reviewed by Tropea et al. 2007). Theoretically, cavitation could be determined from a
solution of Bernoulli’s equations, specifically by identifying the velocity at which the local
pressure drops below the vapor pressure of the liquid. While several biological studies have
relied on this assumption (Iosilevskii & Weihs, 2008; Davenport et al., 2011), experimental
evidence has shown that cavitation onset also varies with scale, surface and material properties,
particulates, salinity and dissolved gas concentrations (Holl, 1960; Lindgren & Johnsson, 1966;
Baur & Köngeter, 2001; Shen et al., 2009a). The influence of these factors has been identified
primarily by engineering experiments in cavitation tunnels that can finely control each
7

parameter, and, particularly relevant to this study, in flows that neither change direction nor
speed (Kodama et al., 1979; Ram, 1984; Ihara & Murai, 1986; Sato & Kakutani, 1994; Shen et al.,
2009a). Given that biological systems operate in more complex settings with varying
environmental conditions, velocity magnitude and direction, how are we to extrapolate from
these controlled studies to inform research of cavitation in biology?
One method for studying complex fluid dynamic interactions is to build a physical model
of the system (Koehl 2003; Alexander 2003; Long 2007; Lentink 2013; Sane & Dickinson 2001;
Curet et al. 2011; Conte et al. 2010). Given the difficulties in analytically predicting cavitation, a
mechanical model run in the salt water environment of the mantis shrimp could produce similar
fluid dynamics, while avoiding simplifications that can plague numerical models. However, a
mechanical model faces its own challenges. Producing accelerations on this order of magnitude
is mechanically difficult to do safely in a lab environment; human solutions to accelerations over
104 m/s2 often rely on some kind of combustion [the average acceleration of a bullet in the
muzzle of a gun: 4.41×105 m/s2(see appendix A); the piston acceleration in a formula one
engine: 8.3×103 m/s2 (Baechtel, 2012)].
Many model and robot designs have achieved high accelerations by mimicking
organisms. Animals that generate large accelerations to jump high (Katz & Gosline, 1993; Sutton
& Burrows, 2011), as well as ultrafast organisms like the mantis shrimp (105 m/s2) and trap jaw
ants (106 m/s2), generate accelerations faster than muscles can contract (Patek et al. 2007;
Patek et al. 2006; as reviewed by Patek et al. 2011). These organisms use power amplification:
energy is stored slowly and released quickly such that time to perform work is reduced and
power is amplified. Specifically, an engine (e.g., muscle or motor) performs work on an elastic
element to store elastic potential energy. Latches, or other similar mechanisms, quickly release
the stored potential energy, thereby amplifying the power output (Patek et al., 2011).
8

Power-amplified robots (Kaneko et al., 2003; Armour et al., 2007; Scarfogliero et al.,
2007; Kovac et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2011) have been inspired by jumping animals like locusts
(Nguyen & Park 2012), fleas (Noh et al. 2012), frogs (Reddy et al. 2011; Jianjun et al. 2013; Wang
et al. 2008). Yet, the quickest among these robots reached only accelerations of 2000 m/s2 in air
(Kaneko et al., 2003), orders of magnitude slower than the accelerations found in the fastest
animals such as the mantis shrimp [1×105 m/s2 (Patek et al., 2004)]. Thus, an additional
challenge of the present study is to generate much higher accelerations than previous robots
while also operating in water.
The goals of this study were to physically model ultrafast biological movement in water,
and to use the model to determine which, if any, kinematic property correlates with cavitation
onset in a marine environment. We addressed these goals by building the model Ninjabot,
comparing its kinematic performance with mantis shrimp, and analyzing cavitation presence
across a range of kinematics in aerated salt water at ambient pressure. The key challenges in
Ninjabot’s construction revolved around the design (efficient, small, elastic), performance (ultrahigh speeds and accelerations), and actuation in conditions relevant to cavitation. Ninjabot
kinematics were compared to the previously documented, fastest-recorded mantis shrimp
species, Odontodactylus scyllarus (Patek et al., 2004). The previous study of O. scyllarus filmed
at a frame rate insufficient to determine the strike acceleration profile (Patek et al., 2004, 2007).
Thus, we recorded the kinematics of another species, Gonodactylus smithii, at the necessary
temporal resolution and compared. Lastly, we developed and analyzed statistical models to
determine the major factors underlying cavitation onset during accelerating forward rotation
under biological environmental conditions.

9

Materials and Methods
Biological data collection and analyses
Study animals
Twelve Gonodactylus smithii (Crustacea, Stomatopoda, Gondactyloidea,
Odontodactylidae) ranging in body length (anterior tip of rostrum to posterior edge of tail) from
38 to 61 mm were collected at Lizard Island, Australia (Permit # G07/23055.1). Animals were
held at 25°C in recirculating artificial saltwater and fed a diet of fresh snails, bloodworms, and
freeze-dried and frozen shrimp.
Data collection
Kinematic strike data were collected from G. smithii by swaddling and holding the
abdomen steady while keeping the appendages within the focal length of the high speed
camera. Strikes were elicited by wiggling a stick or snail shell. Sequences that were in focus and
approximately perpendicular to the plane of view were selected from recordings of twelve
individuals. The final dataset consisted of 5 individuals with 10 sequences each. Kinematic data
were collected with a high-speed imaging system (30,000 frames s-1, 256×256 pixel resolution,
1/30,000 shutter speed, Ultima APX high speed camera, Photron, San Diego, CA, USA). Data
were calibrated with a ruler placed and filmed at the focal length of the camera.
Kinematic calculations
The movement of the striking surface was digitized with a point at the propodus-dactyl
joint (fig. 1). The distance moved was calculated by fitting the x and y coordinates with a 10th
order polynomial. In order to reduce the edge effects of the curve fit, the first and last values of
the position data were repeated 50 times; these padded values were removed after the curvefitting process was completed. The velocities in the x and y planes, Vx and Vy, were calculated as
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the first derivative of x and y distance, respectively. The total linear velocity was then calculated
as:
𝑉=

(𝑉! ! + 𝑉! ! )

(1)

The ends of the kinematic data were cropped by no more than 16% of the total number
of data points to eliminate spurious spikes due to curve fitting. Acceleration and jerk were
calculated as the first and second derivatives of velocity, respectively. Angular velocity was
found by dividing linear velocity by the distance from the tip of the appendage to the center of
rotation. Angular velocity was fit with an 8th order polynomial, and the derivative of the
polynomial was taken to find angular acceleration. The 8th order polynomial order was chosen,
because iteratively fitting curves of higher order no longer decreased the residuals.
Measurement errors in velocity, acceleration and jerk estimates were determined with a
sensitivity analysis produced from 10 digitizations of one strike. The percent each animal was off
axis was determined from comparison of appendage landmark measurements between videos
and calibration photos (resolution of 4288 x 2848 px). If the difference in length of the landmark
measurements from the video and the photos was greater than the margin of digitizing error,
the video was excluded from the analysis.
Statistical analyses
Descriptive statistics are presented as mean ± standard deviation.
Ninjabot: physical model construction and analysis
The physical model, Ninjabot, was designed to match the kinematics of mantis shrimp
raptorial strikes (fig. 2). By running Ninjabot in the environmental conditions of mantis shrimp,
we reproduced the conditions relevant to fast movements in biology and cavitation inception.
Thus, Ninjabot primarily mimics mantis shrimp through the production of extremely rapid
rotation of biologically-sized cylinders and appendages through water (fig. 2). To achieve the
11

extraordinary strike velocities and accelerations of mantis shrimp, Ninjabot utilizes the same
fundamental principle found in most fast biological systems: power amplification. Biological,
power-amplified systems typically use muscle to load a spring and a latch to release the stored
elastic potential energy. The potential energy is transformed into kinetic energy via mechanical
connections with the spring. We will now step through the underlying mechanisms in mantis
shrimp and Ninjabot, starting with spring mechanics, then addressing the energy source, and
ending with the roles of mechanical advantage and latches in the release of elastic potential
energy.
Both the mantis shrimp and Ninjabot use a beam spring to store elastic energy (fig. 2)
(Patek et al., 2007; Zack et al., 2009). The key differences between these two beam springs are
in their materials, size, and integration into the overall system. The mantis shrimp spring is a
thin, lightweight strip of exoskeleton that is diffusely integrated into the merus segment of the
raptorial appendage. By contrast, the Ninjabot spring is an isolated, robust, stainless steel
square rod that is clamped rigidly at one end. However, both springs operate analogously: force
applied at one end of the beam bends the beam to store elastic energy.
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Figure 2. The resting, loading, and unloading phases of a strike are compared between the
mantis shrimp's elastic mechanism, a schematic of the mantis shrimp, and the physical model,
called Ninjabot. The goal of Ninjabot was to achieve similar kinematics to the mantis shrimp and
not necessarily to mimic the precise morphology. Thus, Ninjabot had an analogous but not
identical mechanism. The analogous components were the beam spring, the direction of spring
force, and rotational output whereas the position of loading forces in relation to the pivots are
different. (a-b) In preparation for a strike, mantis shrimp flex a spring (meral-V, blue bar, whitefilled arrow) by pulling the carpus (gray triangle, dotted arrow) above its pivot via contraction of
the lateral extensor muscle (top long black arrow). Contraction of the extensor muscle alone
results in rotation of the carpus and an extension of the appendage. To prevent this extension
during loading, the flexor muscles also contract, pulling below the pivot (lower long black
arrow), which results in the translation of the carpus towards the meral-V, thereby deflecting
the spring. (c) To release the strike, flexor muscles relax and permit the spring to open (whitefilled arrow), pushing (white arrow) the carpus below its pivot. The result is a fast outward
rotation of the striking segments (dotted arrow). (d-e) These same actions are simplified in a
schematic of the mantis shrimp's mechanism. The sliding constraint on the carpus represents
the internal medial meral-carpal joint in the mantis shrimp (not visible in a-c) that constrains the
motion to one plane (Patek et al., 2007). The pin joint between the sliding constraint and the
carpus represents the articulation between the lateral extensor muscle and the carpus. (g-i) The
primary difference between Ninjabot and the mantis shrimp was the mechanism of springloading. (h) To load Ninjabot’s spring, force (long black arrow) was applied above the pivot via a
loader (not visible). This rotated the appendage (dotted arrow), which flexed (white-filled arrow)
the beam spring (blue). (i) Like the mantis shrimp, Ninjabot generated the strike when the beam
spring unloaded and pushed on the holder below the pivot, rotating the holder/appendage
toward the target. Arrows indicate direction, not magnitude, of force. Proximal is to the right of
the page, dorsal is toward the top. These drawings are oriented similarly to the mantis shrimp
depicted in figure 1.

The decision to use a square rod as Ninjabot’s spring was a product of iterative design,
spring function, and space constraints (figs. 2&3). The initial design was driven by a 2.54 × 2.54
cm compression spring. Although the compression spring had a spring constant of over 140000
N/m, it was unable to produce the force necessary to drive the motion. The final design of the
Ninjabot required a 1 cm square by 7 cm long beam spring to rotate its appendage near the top
mantis shrimp speeds. The size of the required beam spring introduced its own complications. A
beam spring this large was so stiff that the original structure designed to hold it in place flexed
before the spring did. These additional deflections added unpredictable elastic energy to the
system that resulted in erratic appendage kinematics. The unwanted deflections were
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minimized by attaching the beam to the linear motion guide with a substantial clamp made from
two machined pieces of 0.95 cm stainless steel stock, four 6 mm bolts, and two 1.9 cm diameter
anti-torsion rods (fig. 3). An additional clamp was also specially designed to lock the entire beam
clamp and linear motion guide assembly to a 1.25 cm thick stainless steel plate armature (fig. 3).
While mantis shrimp use muscle to directly load the spring, Ninjabot uses a crank
system (figs. 2&3). Antagonistic muscles in the mantis shrimp prevent the appendage from
rotating while also pulling the carpus segment proximally. This proximal movement of the
carpus bends the spring in the merus. By contrast, Ninjabot’s spring is bent by the appendage
holder as it is rotated into a cocked position (figs. 2&3). The appendage holder is rotated
through the action of a hand-cranked ratchet and pawl. This rotation forces the holder into the
beam spring causing the spring to deflect (figs. 2&3).
The strikes are released through latch systems (figs. 2&3). Mantis shrimp release the
strike by turning off the flexor muscles; small latches then slide out of position, and outward
rotation of the appendage begins. In Ninjabot, the loader both loads the spring and acts as a
latch. The loader keeps the appendage holder pushed into the beam spring. When the loader
slides past the end of the appendage holder, the system releases and the appendage begins to
rotate.
The mantis shrimp strike mechanism and Ninjabot both allow a small input of motion
from a spring to create a large rotation of the appendage. This arrangement is analogous to
pushing on a door. The door’s hinges constrain the linear application of force to produce
rotational output. In addition, the door itself serves as a lever, such that application of force
closer to the hinges requires a smaller input displacement. Both Ninjabot and the mantis shrimp
exert large forces over small distances very close to the rotational pivot points of the
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appendages (fig. 2), converting the small linear motion of the spring to a large rotational motion
of the appendage.

Figure 3. The major steps and structures used during Ninjabot loading. The rotation (1) of a hand
crank (hc) pulled (2) on a microfilament that rotated (3) the loader (lr) clockwise. The loader’s
short end slid along and pushed on the appendage holder (ah) causing it to rotate counterclockwise. The appendage holder rotated into the beam spring (bs) causing the spring to deflect
(5) while also rotating (4) the appendage (a) into the pre-loaded position. Through the use of
two clamps (c1,c2), the resulting deflection was isolated to the beam spring and not transferred
to the rest of the structure. One of the two clamps (c1) sandwiched the beam to minimize
rotation and also allowed the beam to be varied in length. This clamp was mounted on the
linear motion guide (lmg) which allowed the variation of the position of the applied force (Rp),
the perpendicular distance at which the beam spring acts on the appendage holder, (fig. 4).
Once that distance had been fixed, the second clamp (c2) locked the appendage holder and
beam clamp to Ninjabot’s framework to minimize deflection and translation. White-filled arrow
indicates movement. The panel in front of the appendage holder is transparent for the purposes
of illustration; in reality, that piece was also made of stainless steel.
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Figure 4. Appendage movement and associated forces during the release of Ninjabot’s strike.
The elastic energy stored in the beam spring was released when the loader (lr) slid past the end
of the appendage holder (ah). The beam spring (bs) was then freed to return to its undeflected
position while exerting a torque on the appendage holder. The force exerted by the beam spring
(Fb) was dependent on its length (L) and deflection (x). The resulting torque rotating the
appendage holder was a function of the beam spring force and the angle (θ) and position (Rp) of
the applied force. The appendage’s maximum linear acceleration was proportional to the torque
and the distance from the point of rotation to the appendage tip. Black arrow indicates force;
white-filled arrow indicates movement.
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The joints are crucial for producing consistent kinematics: both the mantis shrimp and
Ninjabot need to rotate freely with minimal vibration while exposed continually to salt water.
Salt water exposure is required since the mantis shrimp is a marine invertebrate and cavitation
onset is sensitive to salinity. The mantis shrimp cleans itself and has naturally corrosion-resistant
materials. The joint surfaces are exceptionally smooth and presumably generate minimal
friction. In contrast, Ninjabot’s metal materials are prone to failure in saltwater. For example,
most bearings corrode in this environment. Furthermore, metal on metal joints deteriorate or
loosen, eventually leading to vibration. We ultimately used graphite bearings and precise
machining to produce a tight-fitting, low friction pivot joint that operates consistently, and longterm, in saltwater.
The final aspect of the mantis shrimp and Ninjabot is the control and variation of the
strike. Little is known about how mantis shrimp individuals control their strike parameters,
outside of muscle contraction timing (Burrows, 1969), although they exhibit a wide range of
appendage types across the group (Ahyong, 2001). In contrast, one of the strengths of Ninjabot
is the flexibility to run the system at different speeds, accelerations, and appendage
configurations by varying the spring constant, deflection and mechanical advantage of the
system (more details are provided below). In this study, we adjusted Ninjabot to approximate
the range of velocities and accelerations of mantis shrimp strikes.
Ninjabot’s kinematic flexibility can be understood in terms of a few key variables. In the
absence of retarding forces, the linear acceleration of the tip of the appendage, a, can be
approximated as:

𝑎=

!!!! !!! !
! ! !! !"# (!)
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(2)

where x is the beam spring deflection, L is the length of the beam spring, Rp is the
perpendicular distance from the center of rotation to the point of the contact between the
beam spring and the holder (see appendix B for derivation). Ib is the second moment of area of
the beam spring. Ia is the moment of inertia of the appendage. R is the distance from the tip of
the appendage to the axis of rotation, and E is the elastic modulus of the beam spring (fig. 4).
These mathematical parameters thus guide the specific adjustments to Ninjabot that
achieve particular kinematics (fig. 4). The beam spring deflection, x, the length of the beam
spring, L, the length and moment of inertia of the appendage, R and Ia, and the bending moment
of the beam spring, Ib , can be varied independently to adjust the maximum velocity and
acceleration of a strike. The displacement of the spring, x, is determined by the distance from
the bottom of the beam spring to the axis of rotation. This displacement is adjusted via the
linear motion guide (12 - 15 mm) and by shifting the beam to the right or left (± 3 mm, by 1 mm
increments) with stainless steel shims. The length of the beam spring, L, can be changed from
5.5 to 12 mm by clamping the beam spring at different places along its length. The distance from
the tip of the appendage to the axis of rotation, R, was varied by using appendages of three
different lengths (R = 68.9, 52.6, 37.1 ± 1% mm). The bending moment of the beam spring, Ib,
was determined by the cross-sectional area, which ranged from 9 to 100 mm2 (fig. 4).
Ninjabot kinematics
We filmed Ninjabot using high speed imaging (30,000 frames s-1, 256×256 pixel
resolution, 1/30,000 shutter speed, Ultima APX high speed camera, Photron, San Diego, CA,
USA). The data were collected, digitized, and analyzed using the same methods and custom
programs as described above for animal kinematics. Given the high contrast of the images, we
used automated point tracking. Cavitation was identified by the presence of any visible bubbles
during a strike.
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Experimental measurements of cavitation onset
To test the hypothesis that velocity is the best predictor of cavitation in unsteady flow,
we recorded cavitation presence and absence during Ninjabot strikes across a range of linear
and angular velocities, accelerations, and jerks (fig. 5, table 1). Since animal kinematics were
recorded in environmental conditions that vary in the cavitation sensitive properties of salinity,
temperature, pressure, dissolved gas and particulates, we exposed Ninjabot to the same
environmental range for consistency. This kinematic range was achieved through an iterative
process of adjusting Ninjabot’s settings. We used a suite of 5 beam springs with different
dimensions and 3 appendages with the same diameter but different lengths. We used cylinders
as appendages to minimize the potentially confounding details of individual variation of mantis
shrimp appendages. Each beam’s performance was determined by where it was clamped in the
system and where the clamp itself was located. Thus, a single beam could be adjusted in terms
of its effective length based on the clamp location, the height of the beam relative to the holder
(this is adjusted by moving the clamp) and the horizontal distance between the beam and the
holder. These three adjustments affect the total deflection and spring force of the beam. For
example, to achieve high velocities with low accelerations, a long, thin beam with a large
deflection drove a long appendage (setting 4 in fig. 5). To achieve high velocity and high
acceleration, a medium-length, thick beam with a large deflection drove a short appendage
(setting 3 in fig. 5).
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Table 1. A comparison of kinematics across two mantis shrimp species and Ninjabot. The
absolute maximum kinematic value for each individual is expressed in the range. The mean is
the average of the average maximum strike values for each individual. The data presented for O.
scyllarus were reanalyzed from Patek et. al. 2004 and 2007 to match these particular
calculations. It should be noted that the frame rates during the analysis of O. scyllarus (5000
frames s-1) were lower than for G. smithii (30,000 frames s-1), so the kinematics may not be
perfectly comparable. Ninjabot's data are presented in two forms. One row shows the
kinematics from all 56 settings and the other row shows Ninjabot's performance when set to
match G. smithii. These latter 8 settings occurred within the 20 m/s average linear velocity ± 4.0
m/s of G. smithii.
Linear velocity
(m/s)
12±21 (13-21)

Linear acceleration
4
2
x10 (m/s )
6±1 (6-10)

Angular velocity
(rad/s)
609±65 (669-987)

20.2±4 (24.8-30.6)

7.0±2.7 (7.7-15.4)

9.7±6.2 (0.5-25.9)

0.9±0.8 (0.01-3.2)

2870±661 (27792975)
217±13(14.8-554)

20.3±0.1 (16.320.6)

1.8±0.3 (1.5-3.2)

335±95 (246-554)

Sample size
O. scyllarus
G. smithii
Ninjabot
Ninjabot

6 individuals (8-11
strikes/individual)
5 individuals (10
strikes/individual)
56 settings (1-5
strikes/setting)
8 settings (1-5
strikes/setting)

The iterative process of changing cylinders, beams, and settings resulted in 56 settings.
The largest proportion of the tests was performed at settings that yielded kinematics near the
cavitation onset velocity. The total dataset consisted of 192 observations. We used three 3.67
mm diameter stainless steel cylinders [lengths: 17.3 mm (91 obs.), 33.7 mm (96 obs.), 57 mm (5
obs.)]. This diameter approximately matched O. scyllarus appendages (Patek et al 2007). The
beam springs were square cylinders with cross sectional areas of 9, 16, 36, 64, and 100 mm2.
The water temperature was held at 26 ± 1ºC. Salinity was maintained at 36.5 ± 1.5 ppt as
measured by a refractometer. Pressure was allowed to vary with ambient barometric pressure
and ranged from 1.01×105 to 1.03×105 Pa (Weather Station KMAAMHER2 at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst).
For comparison, the velocity at which cavitation is predicted to form from a solution to
Bernoulli’s equations was also calculated.
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Figure 5. Ninjabot’s settings were varied to achieve varying velocity and acceleration
combinations. (1) Low velocity and low acceleration were achieved with a short cylindrical
appendage (a) attached to the appendage holder (ah) that flexes a long flexible beam spring
(bs). This combination generated only a small deflection of the beam spring. (2) High
accelerations with medium velocities required a short appendage, short stiff beam spring and a
medium deflection. (3) The highest accelerations and velocities required a short appendage, stiff
medium length beam spring and a large deflection. (4) A low medium acceleration and high
velocity was achieved with a long cylindrical appendage, a long flexible beam spring, and a large
deflection. The velocity at which cavitation onset is predicted in steady flows by the solution of
the Bernoulli equation is represented by the vertical grey line.

Statistical analyses
To identify the key predictors of cavitation onset, we iteratively incorporated the
kinematic parameters into statistical models fitting cavitation presence/absence with a logistic
regression. We then compared models using their Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) values
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(Burnham & Anderson, 2004). We used AIC values to identify statistically distinguishable models
and then calculated Akaike weights (Wagenmakers & Farrell, 2004) to quantify their relative
explanatory power. The statistical models were built from combinations of five kinematic
variables by a stepwise method described in more detail below. For the purposes of determining
sample size for the statistical analyses, each of the 56 different configurations of Ninjabot was
treated as analogous to sampling different individuals. Each setting produced a distribution of
kinematics about a mean, so individual variation was incorporated into the model as a random
effect. This required modeling the data with Generalized Linear Models with random intercept
(Broström & Holmberg 2011; R Core Development Team, 2013).
We used the following five kinematic parameters in the statistical models: maximum
strike velocity, angular velocity, acceleration, angular acceleration, and log(jerk). Acceleration,
angular acceleration, and jerk were all highly skewed [Shapiro-Wilk test p-values all < 10-9], so
we used a generalized linear model that is robust to non-normal data (Broström & Holmberg,
2011). Jerk was so skewed that without transformation the model would not converge.
Statistical models were defined for each kinematic property and pairwise for all properties.
Statistical models with three parameters were built by adding one of each of the kinematic
variables to the two parameter statistical model with the lowest AIC. The remaining statistical
models were built forward stepwise; of these three-parameter statistical models, the statistical
model with the lowest AIC formed the base for the four parameter models, and continuing in
the same pattern to reach five parameters. Additionally, statistical models were evaluated in a
backward stepwise manner.
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Results
Ninjabot and animal kinematics
Ninjabot's performance was assessed by comparing its kinematics to actual mantis
shrimp (table 1; figs. 6&7). G. smithii produced strikes with velocities ranging from 7.2 to 30.6
m/s ±1.8%, maximum linear acceleration of 15.4×104 m/s2 ±6.6% and maximum angular
acceleration of 4975 rad/s ±6.6%. Based on a previously published dataset of O. scyllarus
provided by one of the authors (S.N.P.) (Patek et al., 2004) we re-calculated the published data
to match the comparisons reported here (table 1). O. scyllarus produced a narrower range of
velocities and accelerations at lower means (table 1). Ninjabot achieved the velocity range of
the O. scyllarus mantis shrimp but not G. smithii; Ninjabot only achieved maximum linear
velocities from 0.5 to 25.9 m/s ±1.8% compared to G. smithii's 30.6 m/s ±1.8% maximum.
Ninjabot did not reach the maximum accelerations of either species; Ninjabot produced linear
accelerations up to 3.2×104 m/s2 ±6.6%, while G. smithii accelerated up to five times faster. The
acceleration profiles of Ninjabot and G. smithii differed. G. smithii consistently reached
maximum acceleration more slowly than Ninjabot (figs. 6&7).
Cavitation was present during forward rotation in Ninjabot (figs. 7&8), forming on and
behind the appendage (fig. 7), but was never observed during forward rotation in G. smithii or
O. scyllarus strikes (S.N.P., pers. obs.; fig. 6). Ninjabot did not cavitate during forward rotation in
strikes below 2.8 m/s or 566 m/s2. Ninjabot always cavitated on the appendage in strikes
occurring above 14.2 m/s and 1.9 ×104 m/s2. Between these maxima and minima, cavitation was
less frequent at lower velocities and accelerations (fig. 8). Solution of Bernoulli’s equations for
the velocity of cavitation onset predicted cavitation to occur at a velocity of 7.85±0.01 m/s in
the range of salinity, pressure and temperature measured (see appendix D). This velocity
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corresponds to a 43% probability of cavitation when estimated by the logistic regression of the
best fitting model.

Figure 6. The kinematics of G. smithii. (a-e) Raptorial strikes were filmed using high speed video
(30,000 frames s-1) and depicted here in 0.2 ms increments. The raptorial appendage is outlined
in white. Note the counter-clockwise rotation of the meral-V during the release of the
appendage (schematic shown in fig. 2). (f-g) The corresponding smoothed velocity and
acceleration profiles of this strike are indicated. Grey and white bands correspond in time to the
video sequence above as designated by letters (a-e). Note the cavitation bubble formed at
impact (e).

Kinematic determinants of cavitation onset
When only one kinematic variable was included in the statistical model, maximum linear
velocity explained cavitation presence better than any other kinematic variable (table 2).
Statistical models that included parameters in addition to velocity were not statistically
distinguishable (ΔAIC > 2) from one with only maximum linear velocity. In each model with more
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Figure 7. The kinematics and cavitation of Ninjabot. (a-f) Ninjabot was filmed with high speed
video (30,000 frames s-1) and shown here in 0.4 ms intervals. Unlike the mantis shrimp’s strike
(fig. 6), Ninjabot cavitates during forward rotation. (g-h) The corresponding smoothed velocity
and acceleration profiles of this strike are shown with grey and white bands corresponding in
time to the video sequence (a-e). The dotted portion of the velocity and acceleration graphs
corresponds to the duration of the G. smithii strike depicted in figure 6. Note the development
of cavitation bubbles trailing the appendage (c-f).

than one parameter, if velocity was included it was the only significant parameter.
Maximum linear velocity alone (AIC 114.8) was 44 times more likely predict cavitation compared
to a model based on maximum linear acceleration (AIC 122.4), 298 times more likely to correctly
predict cavitation than a model consisting only of maximum angular acceleration (AIC 126.2),
383 times more likely than maximum angular velocity (AIC 126.7) and 500,000 times more likely
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than a model consisting of only maximum jerk (AIC 141.2). Thus, linear and angular acceleration,
angular velocity and jerk provide no further explanatory power in predicting cavitation presence
over velocity alone. Relative explanatory power was calculated from the relative Akaike weights
(Wagenmakers and Farrell 2004).

Figure 8. Cavitation became more likely as maximum velocity increased as can be visualized by
the logistic curve fit to the data by a generalized linear model. The velocity at which solution to
the Bernoulli equation would predict cavitation onset in steady flows is represented with the
vertical grey line and corresponds to a probability of cavitation of 43%.

Discussion
Through an iterative process with which we incorporated both biological and
engineering design principles, we built an extremely fast biomimetic model of mantis shrimp,
Ninjabot and used it to determine whether maximum velocity, acceleration or jerk best predicts
cavitation formation. Our examination of cavitation onset showed that maximum velocity is the
best kinematic predictor of cavitation presence, regardless of ambient conditions.
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Table 2 Comparison of kinematic models to predict cavitation presence. Maximum velocity
explained cavitation presence significantly better than all individual kinematic properties and
combinations thereof. Examples of the two parameter models are presented. Higher
parameterized models produced similar results and were not listed here for brevity. As
quantified by ratio of Akaike weights calculated for each model with one parameter, maximum
velocity was over 44 times more explanatory than maximum acceleration, 298 times more than
maximum angular acceleration, 383 time more than angular velocity and 500,000 times more
than the log of maximum jerk. For models with more than one parameter, results were not
shown if AIC values were significantly higher than the best model. Statistically significant
coefficients are starred. Models in grey were not significantly different and detailed statistics
were included for the best of them.

Model Parameters

Coef

P-value of
coefficient

Maximum velocity

0.70

<10

-4
-3

Maximum Velocity +
Maximum Angular Velocity

0.89
-3
-8.9x10

1.7x10 *
0.40

Maximum Velocity +
Maximum Acceleration

0.53
-4
1.1x10

2.6x10 *
0.46

Maximum Velocity +
Maximum Angular Acceleration

0.62
-6
2.1x10

5.0x10 *
0.70

Maximum Velocity +
Log(Maximum Jerk)

0.72
-0.01

<10 *
0.88

Maximum Acceleration

4.7x10

-4

2.2x10

-5

Maximum Angular Acceleration
Maximum Angular Velocity
Log (Maximum Jerk)

0.03
0.52

-2

-3

-4

AIC

∆AIC

Akaike
weight

Number of
times
more likely

114.8

0

.97

1

116.1
116.3
116.7
116.8

-4

122.4

7.6

0.02

44.70

-4

126.2

11.4

0.003

298.88

-4

126.7

11.9

0.002

383.75

<10 *
<10 *
<10 *
-4

< 10 *

141.2

26.4

1.8x10

-6

5.40e5

Cavitation onset
In our biologically-relevant conditions, cavitation inception was significantly correlated
with maximum velocity, and was more likely at higher velocities. The effects of angular velocity,
linear or angular acceleration were not significant. This finding is consistent with the conclusions
about cavitation onset from experimental cavitation work done in steady flows and controlled
conditions. Engineers frequently use a simplifying parameter, cavitation number (σ) that is only
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dependent kinematically on velocity as is defined in terms of local pressure, Pr; the liquid’s vapor
pressure, Pv; liquid density, ρ; and velocity, v:

𝜎=

!! !!!

(3)

!
!! !
!

such that a system with a low cavitation number produces more cavitation than a
system with a high cavitation number. Even though cavitation number is specific to the system
in which it is measured (e.g., cavitation number at inception varies with scale, shape, and water
conditions), it is useful when analyzing the effect of modifying single parameters on cavitation
formation.
While cavitation number may be a useful parameter for biologists analyzing cavitation
inception probability, it is difficult to know how to apply to a biological system with a changing
velocity. During the fastest Ninjabot strike, for instance, cavitation number ranges from infinity
to 0.275 as velocities vary from 0 to 25.9 m/s. As we’ve simplified these analyses to study the
effects of the maximum kinematic values and their maximum rates of change, perhaps a similar
approach, studying the effects of the maximum cavitation number and its rate of change, could
prove useful for comparing cavitation onset in accelerating systems.
It is also interesting to note that the velocity of cavitation onset from a solution
to Bernoulli’s equations approximately corresponds to a velocity at which there is a 43%
probability of cavitation from our logistic regression on velocity. In both biological and
engineered conditions, cavitation regularly forms at velocities well below analytical predictions
(Tropea et al., 2007). This result emphasizes the influential stochastic components in cavitation
and suggests that caution should be used in making inferences about cavitation formation
predicted analytically.
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Ninjabot was outfitted with cylinders with the same diameter as mantis shrimp
appendages, yet it cavitated at lower velocities than mantis shrimp. This is consistent with
earlier work on cavitation that showed cavitation is also dependent on material properties and
shape (Blevins, 1984; Tropea et al., 2007). Thus, while velocity may be the best kinematic
predictor of cavitation onset, it is not the only relevant parameter. We suspect differences in
shape between the cylinder used on Ninjabot and the mantis shrimp appendage was the
primary cause of the different cavitation onset velocities. A cylinder generates lower pressures
in its wake than hydrofoils with cross-sectional shapes similar to the mantis shrimp’s striking
appendage and, thus, would form cavitation at lower velocities. This suggests that morphology
may contribute to the mantis shrimp’s ability to avoid cavitation during its rapid rotation. Future
work could explore the contribution of morphology, surface properties, and material properties
to cavitation inception by using real mantis shrimp appendages or altering the appendage
properties used on Ninjabot. The mantis shrimp’s cavitation during impact initially inspired
Ninjabot’s construction; however, the ways that mantis shrimp avoid forward cavitation during
forward rotation may prove to be an equally interesting question.
Like many previous cavitation experimental studies (as reviewed by Tropea et al. 2007),
we used high speed video to detect cavitation development through visual detection of bubble
formation. While this method has a long history and is easy to implement, it is also error prone
because the presence or absence of cavitation is often difficult to distinguish in marginal cases.
Unfortunately, while detection of the acoustic signature of cavitation with a hydrophone has
been shown to be more reliable than visual observation of bubble development (Patek &
Caldwell, 2005; Tropea et al., 2007), it could not be used here because, periodically, portions of
the model would form cavitation bubbles when no bubbles formed on the appendage.
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To account for the error rate of visual cavitation detection, the high variability of
environmental conditions and the ever-changing fluid dynamics produced by acceleration, we
applied statistical methods typically used in biological and ecological studies. We evaluated the
best kinematic predictors of cavitation by fitting the data to a variety of statistical models and
choosing among them by comparing their AIC values. Statistical model selection with AIC has a
pedigree in the physical sciences and engineering. AIC values have been used to compare
models representing phenomena as far ranging as desorption of soil organic contaminants
(Saffron et al., 2006), the stress spectrum in bridges (Ni et al., 2011), learning in robots (Asada et
al., 1999), and dark energy theories (Miao et al., 2010). Statistical model comparison with AIC is
a robust method for evaluating the influence of the individual and combined effects of a set of
parameters on experimental outcomes.
Parameter evaluation through model comparison is most informative when the
parameters are not highly correlated. It is often difficult to produce high velocities in small
systems without also generating high accelerations. Thus, the present design of Ninjabot
produces velocities and accelerations that are highly correlated (fig. 5). While studies have
shown that the standardized partial regression coefficients of highly correlated predictive
parameters were unbiased, they produced results with greater variance and lower statistical
power (Smith et al., 2009). In other words, high correlations increase the chance of finding no
statistically significant result when one is present. Model fitting aims to find a tight correlation
between predictor and response variables, but runs into problems distinguishing models with
correlated predictor variables. If velocity and acceleration covary, a model with both velocity
and acceleration will not be much more informative than one with just velocity. Thus, additive
effects are more difficult to find. In the present study, the effects of individual kinematic
properties were large enough to discern despite the correlations. However, future work should
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develop an experimental design that produces a wider range of accelerations at each velocity to
further explore their additive effects.

Ninjabot design and performance
Ninjabot successfully met our criteria for an ultrafast biomimetic model that moves in
saltwater. Ninjabot can (1) generate extreme accelerations with a safe mechanism, (2)
sufficiently power a small object through the use of substantial energy storage and a structurally
stable frame, (3) generate consistent, repeatable and variable movements, and (4) display
resistance to the corrosive effects of a saltwater environment. In terms of the seven dimensions
for characterizing biomimetic models (Webb 2001; Long 2007), Ninjabot achieves biological
relevance in its ability to make and test hypotheses (dimension 1: biological relevance). It
realizes biological relevance by being adjustable and consistent while nearly matching the peak
kinematic performance of mantis shrimp (dimension 2: match) with some level of fidelity to the
mechanism driving the strike (dimension 3: accuracy).
To our knowledge, Ninjabot’s peak acceleration (3.2×104 m/s2) exceeded any previously
published biomimetic systems (compared to 2×103 m/s2 for the flea-inspired jumping robot)
(Noh et al., 2012). Ninjabot also produced an impressive peak velocity of 25.9 m/s and angular
velocity of 246-554 rad/s. Ninjabot matched closely with O. scyllarus’ kinematics (10×104 m/s2
acceleration, 21 m/s velocity, and 987 rad/s angular velocity), but did not quite achieve the
angular accelerations of G. smithii, which exceed O. scyllarus’ by an order of magnitude (G.
smithii: peak acceleration: 15.4×104 m/s; velocity: 30.6 m/s; angular velocity: 4975 rad/s).
The fact that Ninjabot generated these accelerations in water makes them even more
impressive in terms of the design of the underlying mechanism. The movement of the
appendage through water generated much greater forces than experienced by, for example, the
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similarly-sized jumping robot Grillo. If Ninjabot were run in air rather than water, the drag forces
on the appendage would be over 800 times lower (see appendix C). Ninjabot’s spring design
relied on a square beam clamped to a sturdy frame and actuated by a rotating eccentric cam.
The Grillo mini robot (Scarfogliero et al., 2007) and the locust-inspired robot (Nguyen & Park,
2012) both used a similar mechanism, but with much reduced needs for elastic energy storage
and release. Each system relied on a rotating eccentric cam that both loaded the system and
acted as a release mechanism. Two major design differences allowed Ninjabot to produce
significantly larger forces. Ninjabot’s latch provided larger mechanical advantage, allowing more
energy to be stored in the spring. And, more importantly, Ninjabot’s actuator and spring
disengaged from the rotating appendage during the motion, significantly decreasing the mass
accelerated.
Unlike many human solutions to achieving accelerations in the mantis shrimp’s range,
Ninjabot’s actuator did not require explosive materials or highly controlled environmental
conditions. Ninjabot was powered by a hand crank alone. This enabled Ninjabot to be safely
used and easily reset to perform multiple experiments without consumption of expensive
materials.
As a testimony to the efficiency of biological design, Ninjabot nearly matched the mantis
shrimp’s performance but required approximately 9 kg of steel compared to the approximately
0.4 g of an individual G. smithii’s raptorial appendage. Why did Ninjabot require components
several orders of magnitude more massive to achieve the same output? The answer to this
question most likely rests with the materials, shape, and design of the mantis shrimp (Zack et
al., 2009; Weaver et al., 2012; Patek et al., 2013) , much of which are still under investigation,
but other key differences between the two mechanisms may explain this pattern. Ninjabot’s
adjustable appendages and springs added size and mass to the system (figs. 2&3), requiring
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more spring force to produce the same accelerations. More spring force necessitated a larger
spring; therefore, the spring beam could not fit as close to the pivot point. This, in turn,
decreased the mechanical advantage and required an even larger spring. This snowball effect of
size and force may ultimately point us toward a more lightweight, efficient Ninjabot.
In addition to adding to the mass of the system, the appendage holder also increased
the radius of the strike. This had two effects. First, the same linear velocity could be achieved by
rotating a longer appendage at a slower angular velocity. Thus, Ninjabot’s angular velocities
were significantly lower than either mantis shrimp species’ for the same linear velocity. Second,
longer appendages accelerated more water while rotating, thereby increasing the drag. In the
absence of drag or inertial differences, the tip of a longer appendage accelerated with the same
force would travel farther than a shorter one in the same time and thus, reach a higher velocity.
Yet the drag produced by the longest appendages was so substantial that they yielded lower
maximum velocities than Ninjabot’s shortest appendages. This relationship between appendage
size and drag appears to be relevant to animals as well and points to a more general principle at
work (McHenry et al., 2012), as we will discuss in our coverage of Ninjabot and animal
kinematics.
The primary purpose of Ninjabot was for experimentation. This required consistency,
repeatability, and adjustability. These features were perhaps the most challenging aspect of the
design. Consistency required a low-vibration rotation and a completely robust framework. The
particulars of the clamping and rotation are described in the Methods, and the result is a system
that repeatedly produces accelerations with less than 1/3 the variability of individual animals
(Ninjabot: ± 0.3×104 m/s2; O. scyllarus ±1.0×104 m/s2; G. smithii: ± 2.7×104 m/s2) and velocities
20 times more precise than individual animals (Ninjabot: ± 0.1 m/s; O. scyllarus: ± 2.1 m/s; G.
smithii: ± 4.0 m/s) (table 1). Repeatability was also achieved through the rotating latch system,
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which circumvented user effects of manual latch release. The adjustability was achieved by
designing Ninjabot with the ability to vary several properties : the spring force and duration of
application and appendage shape and size. Given the need to match the mantis shrimp’s
environmental conditions, we were not constrained to finely tune the pressure, dissolved gas, or
particulate matter. These were simply based on the living conditions of the mantis shrimp
housed in the lab.
The fact that mantis shrimp live in a saltwater environment is not only relevant to
cavitation conditions (addressed in later sections), but also to the materials used for building
Ninjabot. The balance of corrosion-resistance, the ability to store considerable elastic energy,
and necessity of maintaining a strong frame ruled out lighter, plastic-based materials and
required the much stronger stainless steel. The constraints on engineered materials often trump
the elegance of biological systems; the comparatively massive Ninjabot exemplifies the complex
role of materials in any biomimetic system.
Given the plethora of physical limitations on Ninjabot’s design, it might have seemed
preferable to build a mathematical rather than a physical model. Yet, in the realm of ultrafast
fluid dynamics, mathematical models risk simplifications that miss the key relevant performance
parameters. The physics underlying cavitation is still not fully understood, in particular the
effects of particulate matter and surface properties on cavitation production (Brennen, 1995;
Franc & Michel, 2004). Mathematical models are only as good as our knowledge of the
underlying physics and our ability to implement that understanding numerically. Thus, despite
the practical difficulties, an indispensable advantage of a physical model is that, as Webb
(Webb, 2001) wrote, “physical models cannot break the laws of physics”. Much like the
indispensable role of physical models in understanding insect flight (as reviewed by Lentink
2013), a physical model of the mantis shrimp strike captures the complex fluid dynamics at
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work. Additionally, the ability to alter the input and measure the output paves the way to
identifying acceptable simplifications for future computational modeling. While future studies
would benefit from an in-depth analysis of both design and materials, fluid dynamic
computational models also stand to help fine-tune the interpretation of our results, especially
the cavitation results, which will be addressed below.
One question recurred throughout Ninjabot’s development: what could we hope to
learn from a model that was not a perfect replica of the mantis shrimp? Picasso once said, “We
all know that Art is not truth. Art is a lie that makes us realize truth” (St. Peter, 2010). Building a
model is like constructing a work of art, with only certain aspects actually mimicking reality. And
often it is only through contrasting something that is close, but not identical, to the world that
we come to notice details that were otherwise hidden. By changing one property at a time while
holding others constant, Ninjabot could make apparent the effects of individual properties on
ultrafast movements in a way that was difficult or impossible with natural variation alone.
Systematic exploration is often useful when nature’s response to design constraints are
different enough from human solutions that our failure of imagination (Vogel, 2003) makes
them difficult to discern.
Mantis shrimp and Ninjabot kinematics
One surprising finding of this study is that the previously fastest recorded mantis
shrimp, O. scyllarus, was actually trumped by G. smithii, a considerably smaller species. While
one might predict that the larger O. scyllarus would achieve greater velocities due its longer
appendages and larger muscles, it instead moved more slowly and with both lower
accelerations and angular velocity. This finding is not only interesting from the perspective of
fast movements and mantis shrimp evolution, it also potentially sheds light on scaling in
ultrafast movements and Ninjabot’s design constraints.
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Typically, ultrafast movements are appreciated for their velocities, but in many of these
systems, acceleration is the primary key to performance. Fast organisms typically are attempting
to traverse a large distance quickly to capture evasive prey or escape predators (Howland,
1974), and prior biomimetic work has focused on organisms utilizing velocity primarily as a
performance parameter for jumping (Matsuyama & Shinichi, 2007; Kovac et al., 2008; Wang et
al., 2008, 2011; Dunwen et al., 2011; Reddy et al., 2011; Nguyen & Park, 2012; Noh et al., 2012).
However, ultrafast organisms typically generate impacts for knocking out, crushing, or
puncturing prey (Holstein & Tardent, 1984; Patek & Caldwell, 2005; Patek et al., 2006). In these
systems, high velocity is translated into high momentum and is achieved occurs over short a
distance and time. Quickly producing high velocity entails high acceleration, and high
acceleration requires either a large amount of energy or a small mass. A small mass, in turn,
limits the size of the spring and loading system. Thus, building a system to produce very large
accelerations leads to a design dilemma. A large actuator and spring are needed to generate
large forces to produce high accelerations, yet they also increase mass, making achieving high
accelerations more difficult. The most challenging aspect of ultrafast motions is not reaching
high velocities; instead, the challenge is achieving the acceleration needed to attain high
velocities quickly.
A small mechanism can only accommodate small springs. However, the decoupling of
the actuator and spring from the accelerated mass allows the system to decrease in size. If the
spring does not need to accelerate its own mass, the spring can be robust and still generate
large accelerations by acting on only a very light portion of the system. Organisms with the
highest accelerations tend to have decoupled elastic mechanisms (Holstein & Tardent, 1984;
Patek et al., 2006, 2007), and this same strategy is what allows Ninjabot to produce
accelerations orders of magnitude higher than other biomimetic models.
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While the first advantage to a small mechanism is that less force is required to propel
the motion, the second advantage is that it also produces less retarding forces. Drag forces in
water significantly affect the final kinematics of any system. In systems with high acceleration;
however, drag forces can become formidable. In mantis shrimp, this causes the counterintuitive
outcome that greater displacements of the appendage actually yield a lower speed than in
shorter displacement systems (McHenry et al., 2012). This may explain why G. smithii is able to
achieve much higher accelerations than the larger O. scyllarus. Looking across other mantis
shrimp species, the largest mantis shrimp appendages move even more slowly (deVries et al.
2012). Likewise, in Ninjabot, the largest accelerations could only be achieved with the shortest
appendage (fig. 5). The drag on longer appendages limited the maximum achievable
accelerations even with the largest forces Ninjabot could produce.
While making these comparisons among mantis shrimp, Ninjabot, and other fast
systems, it is important to note the potential effects of measurement techniques. As noted
earlier, G. smithii strikes were filmed at six times the frame rate of O. scyllarus videos. Given the
error inherent in kinematics calculated from digitization of high speed video (Walker, 1998), the
accuracies of each set of measurements are not comparable. Additionally, O. scyllarus strikes
were filmed with the animals striking in their burrows with off-axis corrections applied during
analysis whereas G. smithii were swaddled and held perpendicularly to the camera to minimize
off-axis appendage motion during filming. Ninjabot kinematics also faced the limitations of
digitization of high speed video. Future studies could be improved by instrumenting Ninjabot
and mantis shrimp with accelerometers.
In conclusion, the physical model of the mantis shrimp strike, Ninjabot, is a robust tool
that is useful for studying ultrafast aquatic motion. Despite difficult practical hurdles, we
succeeded in designing a mechanism that was adjustable and consistent. Ninjabot could safely
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produce extreme accelerations and velocities in the range (but not reaching the maxima)
measured in mantis shrimp strikes. Ninjabot was designed to vary one property while holding
others constant, so it could also be used to isolate the fluid effects of one cavitation sensitive
property at a time. In this first study with Ninjabot, we varied velocity, acceleration, and jerk
while holding other cavitation sensitive properties constant. By comparing the fit of statistical
models built from several kinematic properties, we found that velocity alone was the best
kinematic predictor of cavitation onset. While much work remains to understand the effects of
other non-kinematic properties on cavitation onset, our results ideally point toward an
experimental, statistical, and quantitative approach that might be taken by other biologists
studying cavitation and ultrafast movement.
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CHAPTER 2

FORELIMB KINEMATICS DURING HOPPING AND LANDING IN TOADS
Abstract

Coordinated landing in a variety of animals involves the re-positioning of limbs prior to
impact to safely decelerate the body. However, limb kinematics strategies for landing vary
considerably among species. For example, human legs are increasingly flexed before impact as
drop height increases while in turkeys, legs are increasingly extended before impact with
increasing drop height. In anurans, landing typically involves the use of forelimbs to decelerate
the body after impact. Few detailed, quantitative descriptions of anuran forelimb kinematics
during jumping exist and it isn’t known if they prepare for larger landing forces by changing
forelimb kinematics. In this study, we used high-speed video of 51 hops from five cane toads
(Bufo marinus) to test the hypothesis that forelimb kinematics change predictably with distance.
We measured excursions of the elbow (flexion/extension) and humerus (protraction/retraction
and elevation/depression) throughout every hop. Results indicate that elbow and humeral
excursions leading up to impact increase significantly with hop length, but do so without any
change in the rate of movement. Instead, because the animal is in the air longer during longer
hops, near-constant velocity movements lead to the larger excursions. These larger excursions
in elbow extension result in animals hitting the ground with more extended forelimbs in longer
hops, which in turn allows animals to decelerate over a greater distance.
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Introduction
Landing is an inevitable consequence of jumping. Coordinated landing requires energy
dissipation over relatively long time periods, and in many vertebrate jumpers, limbs are used to
extend the distance and time over which animals decelerate and dissipate energy after impact.
A survey of kinematic strategies for landing suggests that limbs may be used in quite different
ways across taxa to prepare for the moment of impact. For example, humans increasingly flex
their legs as drop height increases, leading to a more flexed limb at impact during high drops
(Santello et al., 2001; Hsu & Huang, 2002; Ford et al., 2011; Peng et al., 2011). In contrast,
turkeys (Konow & Roberts, 2015) increasingly extend their legs with drop height leading to more
extended limbs at impact during larger drops. Additional studies of cats (McKinley & Smith,
1983) and monkeys (Dyhre-Poulsen & Laursen, 1984), didn’t emphasize effects of jump or drop
distance on impact preparation kinematics, although both studies suggest that landing limbs are
fully extended at the point of impact.
In anurans, the clade of vertebrates perhaps best known for using jumping as a primary
means of locomotion, descriptions of limb kinematics in preparation for impact have remained
largely qualitative. Several studies have shown that various anuran species prepare for high
landing forces by moving their forelimbs anteriorly during the aerial phase of a jump to help
brace for impact (Peters et al., 1996; Nauwelaerts & Aerts, 2006; Gillis et al., 2010; Griep et al.,
2013). The degree to which forelimbs are then able to decelerate the body varies markedly
among species.
Cane toads have recently received considerable attention as a model for studying the
control of landing (Gillis et al., 2010; Akella and Gillis, 2011; Azizi and Abbott, 2013) because
unlike more basal anurans, which often crash-land head or trunk first (Essner et al., 2010), cane
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toads routinely perform controlled, coordinated landings. To enable coordinated landing, they
position their body and limbs appropriately in mid-air so as to align the ground reaction force
vector close to the center of mass (Azizi et al., 2014), allowing them to balance on their
forelimbs momentarily as they lower their hind limbs to the ground (Gillis et al., 2010; Akella &
Gillis, 2011; Griep et al., 2013). Such control prepares animals well for the next hop, and may
enable their migratory capability by allowing them to effectively string together many short
hops to cover large distances (Phillips et al., 2007; Estoup et al., 2010).
However, a recent review focusing on landing behavior in cane toads, Bufo marinus,
suggests that landing preparation may be complex (Gillis et al., 2014). Like in humans, monkeys
and cats (McKinley & Smith, 1983; Santello & McDonagh, 1998; Magalhães & Goroso, 2009),
cane toads increase the intensity of pre-landing recruitment in antagonistic forelimb muscles in
longer hops (Gillis et al., 2010), in preparation for greater impact forces (Nauwelaerts & Aerts,
2006).
Given this distance-dependent pattern of pre-landing forelimb muscle recruitment in
toads, associated forelimb movements might also change with hop length. Yet, previous
examinations of anuran forelimb kinematics have not addressed this question, instead
emphasizing important features of the landing event itself (Nauwelaerts & Aerts, 2006; Griep et
al., 2013), the role of pectoral girdle anatomy (Emerson, 1983; Griep et al., 2013) or highlighting
more general kinematics of the hop cycle (Peters et al., 1996). Recent work by Azizi and Abbot
(2013), suggests that elbow excursions change with hop distance in B. marinus. During toad
hopping, shortening and lengthening strains in the m. anconeus, an elbow extensor, increase
with hop length as the elbows extend before impact and flex after impact, respectively. Azizi and
Abbot (2013) argue that these changes in fascicle strain before and after impact likely parallel
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one another and are important for preventing injuries associated with overstretching muscles
involved in dissipating energy during landing (Azizi & Abbott, 2013). While one can infer
distance-dependent elbow excursions based on these patterns of fascicle length change, such
excursions have not been measured directly. A full kinematic description and analysis of
forelimb movements during jumping in toads will improve our understanding of whether they
alter limb kinematics in a way that helps to prevent muscular damage during landing.
If toads modulate forelimb kinematics with distance, this analysis could also help us
answer how such modulation is achieved, giving us further insights into the control strategies
involved. If forelimbs are extended more in longer hops, as is suggested by the Azizi and Abbot
(2013) strain data, this can either be the result of changing the rate of limb joint extension
before impact and/or changing the duration over which these movements occur. These
possibilities suggest distinct motor strategies that vary in complexity to achieve the same result
at impact.
In this study, we examine the 3D kinematics of the elbow joint and humerus in hopping
cane toads to test whether elbow and humeral kinematics vary with hop distance. In particular,
we measured the elbow angle and humeral configurations throughout each hop and
determined the angular excursions and durations of each phase of the hop. We hypothesize
that, 1) in line with muscle fascicle strain data from toads (Azizi & Abbott, 2013), forelimbs will
be more extended at impact in longer hops, and 2) increased elbow extension excursions
before impact will parallel increased elbow flexion excursions after impact. For any forelimb
excursions that change with hop distance, we determine if such changes are a result of
alterations in velocity and/or simply the duration available for movement. Since EMG data
suggest that elbow extensor muscles are activated later and with greater pre-landing intensity in
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longer hops (Gillis et al., 2010), we hypothesize that elbows begin extending later and with a
greater velocity in longer hops.
Results
Kinematics
A total of 51 hops from 5 animals (9-11 hops each) were used in this study. Hop
distances ranged between 14 and 39 cm (mean = 25± 5 cm). All other descriptive statistics are
presented as mean ± s.d. of individual means in tables 3 and 4 as well as in the text. Excursions
of elbow extension, humeral protraction and humeral elevation will be designated by positive
values; elbow flexion, humeral retraction and humeral depression will be designated by negative
values.
Table 3. Mean values of α, β, and δ at the start and end of each phase
T0

T1

T2

T3

T4

𝐸𝑙𝑏𝑜𝑤 𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝛼

79±14ᵒ

90±12ᵒ

61±6ᵒ

108±14ᵒ

69±9ᵒ

𝐻𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝛽

49±17ᵒ

37±12ᵒ

64±10ᵒ

109±12ᵒ

54±8ᵒ

𝐻𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠s𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝛿

172±11ᵒ

175±11ᵒ

174±8ᵒ

137±11ᵒ

166±12ᵒ

Phases of the Hop
All hops could be broken down into four phases using inflection points of the elbow
angle, 𝛼 (Figs 9 and 10). The first phase, hop initiation, begins with the onset of animal
movement (defined by when the velocity of the toad increases beyond 5 cm/s) and ends when
the elbow begins to flex (𝛼! at T1 in fig. 10c). The second phase, forelimb liftoff, lasts until the
elbow stops flexing (𝛼! at T2 in fig. 10c). The third phase, impact preparation, involves extension
of the elbow and lasts until impact, at which point the elbow begins to flex again, signaling the
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final, landing phase (𝛼! at T3 in fig. 10c). The landing phase ends when the elbow stops flexing
after impact (𝛼! at T4 fig. 10c). Despite these stereotypical phases, there was considerable
variation in the forelimb kinematics measured both within and between individuals (fig. 11).
Hop Initiation
Animals begin hops in a resting position with their elbows at close to a right angle (𝛼! =
79 ± 14ᵒ) and humeri pointed posteriolaterally (𝛽! = 49 ± 17ᵒ), and slightly toward the ground
(𝛿! = 172 ± 11ᵒ) (refer to fig. 9 for definitions of 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛿; 𝛼! , 𝛽! , 𝛿! represent angular values at
time 0 (e.g. fig. 10)). Hop initiation begins as the hind limbs start to extend and the animal is
pushed up and forward (fig. 10a). During this phase there is little forelimb movement (fig. 10),
although in several animals some elbow extension (𝛼! −𝛼! = 10-20ᵒ) was observed, especially
when they began with their elbows in a particularly flexed configuration. The average duration
of the hop initiation phase (T1-T0) is 78 ± 30 ms.
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Figure 9. Markers and their use in calculating elbow and humeral kinematics. White points with
white numbers designate marker positions on the toads. Line segments are referred to by their
end point marker numbers such that the line segment between points one and two will be
segment 1 2 and a line through those points is 1 2 . Elbow extension/flexion angle, 𝛼, was
defined as the angle between the segments 1 2 and 2 3 in 3D space (panel a). Humeral position
was broken down into projections of the humeral segment 1 2 onto the horizontal and vertical
planes. Humeral protraction/retraction angle, 𝛽, was calculated by projecting the humeral
segment, 1 2 , onto the horizontal plane as 1′ 2′ (panel a) . Protraction/retraction was
calculated as the angle between the line 1′ 2′ and the central axis of the body, defined by the
line 4 5. When the humerus was perpendicular to the central axis of the body, humeral
protraction/retraction angle was 90ᵒ. Humeral elevation/depression angle, δ, was calculated by
projecting the segment 1 2 onto the vertical plane (points 1 2, panel b). Elevation/depression
was defined as the angle between the line 5 6. and 1 2. Humeral elevation/depression angle
was 180ᵒ when the humerus was parallel to the plane of the back of the toad.

Forelimb Liftoff
As the hind limbs continue to extend and the toad elevates, the forelimb liftoff phase
begins, and is characterized by substantial elbow flexion (𝛼! −𝛼! : -29 ± 11ᵒ) and humeral
protraction (𝛽! − 𝛽! : 27 ± 11ᵒ) (fig. 10). There is typically little-to-no humeral elevation or
depression in this phase (𝛿! −𝛿! : -1 ± 11ᵒ). The combined actions of hindlimb extension and
elbow flexion lead to the forelimb losing ground contact, and humeral protraction begins to
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reposition the manus more anteriorly. The relative timing of this phase is highly variable in
relation to hind limb actions. For example, in some hops this entire phase occurs before hind
limb liftoff (i.e., before the animal takes off), while in others it ends much later in the aerial
phase. The average duration of the forelimb liftoff phase (T2-T1) is 75 ± 16 ms.

Table 4. Mean excursions and velocities ( ᵒ/𝒎𝒔) and durations for each hop phase.

Dur

Hop Initiation

Forelimb Liftoff

Impact Preparation

Landing

78±30 ms

75±16 ms

92±25 ms

57±10 ms

xᵒ

x1-x0

Velocity

x2-x1

Velocity

x3-x2

Velocity

x4-x3

Velocity

α

10±10

120±125

-29±11

-378±127

47±13

512±100

-38±14

-678±201

β

-12±11

-144±119

27±11

379±165

45±15

495±122

-55±14

-986±204

δ

3±8

49±110

-1±11

5±165

-37±10

-424±106

29±10

539±139
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Figure 10. Representative kinematics from a single hop, with the four hop phases labeled and
mapped onto the panels. a) High-speed video images representing different points in the hop; b)
Hop height; c) Elbow extension/flexion, with T1-T4 labeled on the x-axis representing the points
used to define the beginning and end of each phase, α1- α4 also highlighted as the
corresponding angle at those times ; d) Humeral protraction/retraction, with β1-β4 highlighted;
e) Humeral elevation/depression, with δ1-δ4 highlighted. Note, traces do not return to starting
values because resting postures are highly variable.
Impact Preparation
The impact preparation phase starts when the elbows stop flexing and begin to extend,
and involves large amounts of elbow extension (𝛼! −𝛼! : 47 ± 13ᵒ), humeral protraction
(𝛽! − 𝛽! : 45 ± 15ᵒ) and humeral depression (𝛿! −𝛿! : -37 ± 10ᵒ) (fig. 10). All of these
movements serve to position the manus more anteriorly and ventrally (toward the ground) as
the animal braces for landing. The average duration of this phase (T3-T2) is 91 ± 25 ms and the
onset of impact preparation from the beginning of movement (T2-T0) is 152 ± 26 ms.

Landing
At touchdown the arms are typically configured so that the elbows are extended (𝛼!
=108 ± 14ᵒ) and the humeri protracted (𝛽! = 109 ± 12ᵒ) and depressed (𝛿! = 137 ± 11ᵒ) well
beyond their positions at any other point in the hop (fig. 10). Increased extension excursions at
the elbow (𝛼! −𝛼! ) in preparation for impact in longer hops are mirrored by increased flexion
excursions after impact (𝛼! −𝛼! : fig. 12). During the landing phase, the elbows flex (𝛼! −𝛼! : -38
± 14ᵒ), and the humeri are driven posteriorly (𝛽! − 𝛽! : -55 ± 14ᵒ) and dorsally (𝛿! −𝛿! : 29 ±
10ᵒ) as the body decelerates over (T4-T3) 57 ± 10 ms. Touchdown occurs 243 ± 24 ms after
onset of movement (T3-T0).
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Figure 11. Variation in forelimb kinematics. Elbow and humeral angles for all hops for all
individuals with time zeroed at T2 (a, b and c), and time and y-axis values zeroed at T2 (d, e, f).
Colors indicate hop length with warmer colors indicating longer hops. Longer hops are achieved
by increasing the duration and not the rate of elbow extension
Distance Dependence
Forelimb kinematics are independent of distance in the first two hop phases: hop
initiation and forelimb liftoff. But kinematics do vary significantly with distance during the
impact preparation and landing phases. For example, while the onset of the impact preparation
phase does not begin later with distance (p=0.47; table 5), the phase’s duration increases with
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longer hops (p<0.001; table 5), given that the animal remains in the air longer before impact.

Figure 12. Elbow extension excursions during impact preparation, α3-α2, versus elbow flexion
excursions during landing, α4-α3. Different symbols and colors represent different animals and
regression lines reflect significant relationships for individual toads.

Yet, neither elbow extension nor humeral protraction velocities change significantly
with hop distance during this phase, and as a result, this increased duration leads to significantly
greater elbow excursions (𝛼! −𝛼! : fig. 13a) and humeral protractions (𝛽! − 𝛽! : fig. 13b) during
longer hops (p<0.001 for both cases; table 5), and to a more extended (𝛼! , fig. 13c) and
protracted (𝛽! , fig. 13d) forelimb configuration at impact (p<0.001 for both cases) (table 5).
Humeral depression excursions during impact preparation (𝛿! −𝛿! ) also increase significantly
with hop length (p<0.001); however, these increased excursions do not result in significantly
different humeral depressions at impact (𝛿! −𝛿! ) after Bonferroni correction (table 5).
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During the landing phase, both elbow and humeral kinematics vary with hop distance.
The amount and velocity of elbow flexion (𝛼! −𝛼! ), humeral retraction (𝛽! − 𝛽! ), and elevation
(𝛿! −𝛿! ) increase significantly with distance, as does the phase’s duration (T4-T3: p<0.001 for all
cases; table 5). Humeral elevation velocities are distance-dependent during landing (table 5). In
addition, the elbow and humeral configuration at the end of the landing phase, (𝛼! , 𝛽! , 𝛿! ),
when elbows are most flexed, are independent of hop length (table 5). Thus, during landings
from longer hops, the elbows start more extended and humeri more protracted at impact but
flex and retract more and faster over a longer time to end at similar configurations to short hops
(fig. 12 table 5).
Table 5. P-values for models fit with each variable against hop distance in comparison to the
null. Bolded values are significant with Bonferroni correction. All significant relationships are
positive correlations. When impact velocity rather than distance was used as the fixed factor
and all variables showed similar significance. Hop phase duration is the length of the phase (i.e.
T2-T1). Onset is the duration from the onset of movement to the onset of a phase (i.e. T2-T0).
Configurations
𝛼
𝛽
𝛿

Duration
Onset
x
α
β
δ

T0
0.49
0.90
0.66

T1
T2
T3
T4
0.69
0.23
1.7e-10
0.71
0.42
0.24
3.7e-07
0.052
0.81
0.86
5.7e-3
0.40
Excursions and angular velocities
Hop Initiation
Forelimb Liftoff
Impact Preparation
Landing
0.36
0.14
1.5e-5
2.9e-4
1.0
0.36
0.47
3.8e-6
x1-x0
Velocity
x2-x1
Velocity
x3-x2
Velocity
x4-x3
Velocity
0.023
0.14
0.41
0.30
2.6e-11
2.5e-3
2.5e-10
1.7e-9
0.41
0.42
0.65
0.97
6.5e-7
0.11
1.4e-9
1.0e-6
0.47
0.65
0.88
0.40
1.6e-5
0.98
5.6e-4
0.022
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Figure 13. Elbow and humeral configurations and excursions vary with regressed against
distance for each animal. Each increase with hop distance. a) Elbow Extension/Flexion angle at
Impact versus hop distance; b) Humeral Protraction/Retraction angle at impact versus hop
distance; c) Elbow extension excursion during the impact preparation phase; d) Humeral
protraction during the impact preparation phase. For all panels, different symbols and colors
represent different animals and regression lines reflect significant relationships for individual
toads.

Discussion
Our study was motivated by the question of how toads use their forelimbs to coordinate
landing hops across a range of distances. Specifically, we asked whether toad forelimbs move
differently before and after landing depending on hop distance and, if so, how these different
kinematic patterns are achieved. In line with our first hypothesis, we found that toad forelimbs
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are significantly more extended and protracted at impact in longer hops (table 5). These more
exaggerated positions are the result of greater excursions of the elbow and humerus during the
impact preparation phase (table 5; fig. 13). In support of our second hypothesis, these distancedependent preparatory excursions are mirrored by similarly distant-dependent amounts of
elbow flexion and humeral retraction after impact (fig. 12). However, excursions during impact
preparation were not accomplished as we expected. We hypothesized that elbows would begin
to extend later in longer hops and move with a greater velocity. Rather, we found that elbow
extension did not begin later in longer hops (table 5), and extension velocities during impact
preparation were independent of distance. Greater elbow excursions and humeral protractions
were, instead, a result of greater durations available to move during longer hops (table 5).
Toad limb kinematics and control
Cane toads land in a coordinated manner and under most conditions, neither the trunk
nor head contacts the substrate during landing. Instead, deceleration is exclusively controlled by
the forelimbs and their underlying musculature (Azizi & Abbott, 2013; Gillis et al., 2014). Such
coordination relies on appropriate pre-landing muscle activity patterns in the forelimbs (Gillis et
al., 2010). However, modulating the activation timing and intensity of forelimb muscles prior to
impact appears to be only one part of an integrated strategy to manage the variety of impact
forces and energies associated with landing in hops of different distance. Our results indicate
that cane toads also extend their elbows further during longer hops (fig. 13a), resulting in a
more extended forelimb at the point of impact (fig. 13c). This provides a greater braking
distance over which forelimb muscles can be used to decelerate the body. Indeed, this is
consistent with our results supporting our second hypothesis and showing that increases in
preparatory elbow extension in longer hops are mirrored by subsequent increases in elbow
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flexion after impact (fig. 12). As a result, the most flexed configuration of the elbow during
landing doesn’t vary with distance. Ensuring that forelimbs are more extended at impact in
longer hops expands the range of impact velocities that can be managed without overstretching muscles involved in dissipating landing energy and decelerating the body (Azizi &
Abbott, 2013).
Toads modulate elbow configuration before impact using a kinematic strategy that does
not change with hop distance. Toads begin to extend their elbows at roughly the same time in
all hops and continue extending them at approximately the same velocity until they land. This
kinematic pattern could be explained by a simple clock-like control strategy that produces
forelimb landing configurations that vary predictably with distance without the need for sensory
feedback. Starting elbow extension at roughly the same time in all hops allows more time for
elbow extension before impact during longer hops simply because animals are in the air for
greater durations. During shorter hops where the landing forces are smaller, a less-extended
elbow configuration is observed at impact when smaller braking distances suffice. This type of
simple control strategy can even accommodate hops over terrain of variable heights. For
example, animals will hit the ground later and with more force when jumping to lower landing
sites but will hit the ground with a more extended forelimb since they are in the air longer.
Likewise, animals hopping up an incline will hit the ground sooner and with less force than on
the level, but also with less extended forelimbs. The pattern of forelimb kinematics we
observed in preparation for landing in toads is consistent with a simple control strategy that can
produce functional variations in forelimb landing configurations for a range of impact velocities
without the need for sensory feedback.
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The strength of this strategy is also the source of its limitations, namely that it is
governed by one simple rule: animals begin to extend elbows in preparation for impact at
roughly the same time and at the same rate in every hop. However, this rule implies that
forelimb movements will be bilaterally symmetrical—i.e. both arms extend simultaneously. Such
kinematic symmetry does not easily accommodate landings in which the toad rolls in the air or
otherwise lands with one arm well before the other. Thus, a simple clock-like landing control
strategy might manage landing variation related to changes in distance or height well, but may
not be sufficient to accommodate asymmetrical impacts.
A more complex strategy involving the independent control of forelimbs would avoid
this limitation. Moving the two forelimbs differently in anticipation of an asymmetric landing
would allow for better locomotor control under more variable conditions. Yet this level of
control would require both sensory feedback to anticipate differential impact conditions of each
limb and the ability to vary the timing (and/or velocity) of individual elbow excursions to brace
for uneven landings. Thus, improvements in control come at a cost of more complex
sensorimotor integration.
We had, in fact, hypothesized that forelimbs would be controlled by a more complex
strategy involving variation in the timing and velocity of forelimb kinematics because previous
results for the elbow extensor, m. anconeus, indicated distance-dependent activation timing and
intensity (Gillis et al., 2010). Yet, our results do not support this hypothesis. This apparent
decoupling between EMG activity in an elbow extensor (m. anconeus) and the rate and timing of
elbow extension may reflect the simultaneous actions of the m. coracoradialis, an antagonistic
elbow flexor, which is also active throughout the impact preparation phase (Gillis et al., 2010). If
this is the case, then the simple pattern of forelimb kinematics we’ve observed may be the
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result of a complex sensorimotor control strategy that also must account for antagonistic
contractions important for joint stabilization at impact. Further studies that measure both
kinematics and muscle activity simultaneously in non-level hops may be able to shed more light
on the control strategy toads use to perform such controlled landings.
Comparative limb kinematics in preparation for landing
While patterns of pre-landing limb muscle activity have received a great deal of
attention across a range of vertebrate jumpers (McKinley et al., 1983; Dyhre-Poulsen & Laursen,
1984; Santello & McDonagh, 1998; Santello, 2005; Magalhães & Goroso, 2009; Akella & Gillis,
2011), less is known about details of the corresponding limb kinematics. Yet, we can infer some
information about pre-landing limb kinematics from data on limb configurations in anticipation
of impact. There appear to be at least two different strategies for preparing limbs for the
moment of impact. In humans, as the expected force of impact increases, limbs are moved into
more flexed configurations before landing (Santello et al., 2001; Hsu & Huang, 2002; Ford et al.,
2011; Peng et al., 2011). Studies on the effects of knee flexion at impact show that more
extended limb configurations increase maximum ground reaction force and skeletal stress while
decreasing the energy absorbed by the musculature (Devita & Skelly, 1992; Louw & Grimmer,
2006; Podraza & White, 2010). In toads and turkeys, the opposite strategy is used; the landing
limb is increasingly extended as the expected force of impact rises. Nevertheless, despite this
increasing extension, toad and turkey limbs are far from straight at the point of impact [e.g.,
elbow angles in toads and knee angles in turkeys typically reach 140ᵒ in the longest hops and
highest drops (Konow & Roberts, 2015)], similar to knee configurations observed landing
humans (150ᵒ – 165ᵒ: Devita & Skelly, 1992; Hsu & Huang, 2002; Janssen et al., 2012). Thus,
although movement patterns of limbs during impact preparation differ between species, what
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remains consistent is that limbs are not held fully straight at the point of impact, reducing the
likelihood of hyperextension and decreasing skeletal stress while allowing muscles to dissipate
much of the energy.
Materials and methods

Animals
Five adult B. marinus (61-124 g) were obtained from a commercial supplier and housed
in groups of 2 to 4 in large plastic containers in a holding room maintained at ~ 24ᵒC with a 12 hr
light: dark cycle. They were fed a diet of crickets several times a week and water was always
available.
Jumping Trials
Toads' limbs were marked at the elbow, wrist and midway along the humerus to
characterize elbow angle, and three marking a T along the longitudinal axis of the back were
additionally used to quantify humeral movements in a vertical plane (elevation/depression) and
horizontal plane (protraction/retraction) (fig. 9). Following marker placement, animals were
placed in a rectangular glass tank (89 cm X 43 cm X 43 cm) lined on the bottom with rough felt
to ensure purchase. The tank was lit from the sides and above with two 600 W bulbs. Two highspeed cameras (Fastec HiSpec, San Diego, CA) were positioned above the animal and
perpendicular to each other to record simultaneous video for 3D kinematic reconstruction.
Toads were placed at the end of the tank and encouraged to hop with a touch or sound. Hops
were recorded at 500 fps (1280 x1024 pixels) and videos were calibrated with a 64-point 3D
calibration cube.
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Data Analysis
All video sequences were analyzed to identify the onset and end of animal movement
for each hop. The six marked points were then digitized in each frame between these time
points and 3D coordinates calculated with Matlab software (Hedrick, 2008). Data were
smoothed with a quintic spline interpolation and elbow flexion/extension angle, 𝛼, humeral
protraction/retraction angle, 𝛽, and humeral elevation/depression angle, 𝛿, were calculated as
in figure 9. Hop distance was calculated as the horizontal distance between the starting and
ending positions of a point on the back (fig. 9). For each video frame in every hop, 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝛿
were found. Preliminary analyses of data revealed four consistent phases in each hop (described
in Results), and the values of 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝛿 were identified at the start and end of each phase and
used to calculate angular excursions and velocities for each phase. In addition, the duration of
each phase in every hop was calculated.
Statistics
Each of the variables, 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝛿 at the start and end of each phase, as well as the
associated excursions, velocities and durations were fit with two mixed linear models; a null
model with no fixed effect and a full model with hop distance as a fixed effect (Bates et al.,
2014) . In both models, individual toads were included as random effects. The p-value for each
full model was computed with a Likelihood Ratio Test between the full and reduced model and
corrected for multiple comparisons with a Bonferroni Correction factor for the number of tests
performed.
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CHAPTER 3

TOADS ACTIVELY MODULATE FORELIMB POSITION TO STICK THE LANDING
Abstract

Within anurans (frogs and toads), a group well known for jumping, cane toads (Bufo
marinus), perform particularly controlled landings in which the forelimbs are exclusively used to
decelerate and balance the body after impact as the hind limbs are lowered to the ground. Here
we explore how toads achieve dynamic stability during landing across a wide range of landing
conditions. Specifically, we hypothesize that toads help minimize torques during landing by
actively positioning their forelimbs in line with their velocity vector before landing to better
align their center of mass with the ground reaction force vector at impact. To test this
hypothesis and broaden landing conditions, we used high-speed video to collect forelimb and
body kinematic data from five animals hopping off platforms of different heights (0, 5 and 9 cm).
We found that toads align forelimbs with the velocity vector at impact and do so by actively
rotating the limbs with respect to the body, supporting our hypothesis. Further, toads align
forelimbs with the instantaneous velocity vector well before landing and track the change in
velocity angle until touchdown. This suggests that toads may be prepared to land at any time
over a relatively long interval rather than preparing for impact at a specific moment, and that
they may use a motor control strategy that allows them to perform controlled landings without
the need to predict impact time.
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Introduction
Toads have recently been used as a model system for understanding the biomechanics
and control of landing (Gillis et al., 2014). Within anurans (frogs and toads), a group well known
for jumping, cane toads (Bufo marinus) perform particularly controlled landings in which they
can dissipate impact energy exclusively with their forelimbs before lowering their hind limbs
relatively slowly to the ground (Essner et al., 2010; Gillis et al., 2010; Akella & Gillis, 2011). In
contrast, less controlled anurans either collapse or topple during landing so they absorb some
impact energy with other parts of their body (Reilly & Jorgensen, 2011; Krause et al., 2015). The
dynamic stability cane toads achieve during landing requires both that the underlying forelimb
musculature is prepared and sufficient to absorb the hop’s energy and that the impact forces
are orientated so that they can. We know that toads tense forelimb muscles and stiffen the
joints through the co-activation of antagonistic muscles at the elbow and wrist well before
touchdown (Gillis et al., 2010; Akella & Gillis, 2011; Ekstrom & Gillis, 2015). They also change
forelimb configuration at impact depending on hop distance (Cox & Gillis, 2015) at least in part
to help keep elbow extensors operating at lengths that minimize muscular damage (Azizi &
Abbott, 2013). But less is known about how toads control the orientation of their body in
relation to the impact forces to achieve dynamic stability.
One hypothesis is that toads use hind limb retraction to control landing torques. A major
distinction between anurans that crash land and those that control landings is that skilled
landers retract their hind limbs in mid-flight (Krause et al., 2015). Azizi et al ( 2014) showed that
retraction of a toad’s hind limbs moves the center of mass (COM) anteriorly and more in line
with the ground reaction force (GRF) vector (fig. 14A), minimizing torques during impact. Yet,
experimental manipulations of the COM did not result in counteracting changes in hind limb
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retraction behavior (Azizi et al., 2014). Further, additional work has shown that variations in
hind limb retraction rates in preparation for landing are not the result of variations in hind limb
flexor activity, but instead may be tied to elastic energy stored in the stretching of muscletendon complexes spanning the knee during takeoff (Schnyer et al., 2014). This suggests that
hind limb retraction, while important for repositioning the center of mass before landing, is not
actively controlled. Since toads nevertheless still manage dynamic stability across a wide range
of landing conditions, there would appear to be other active mechanisms at work.
We suggest that actively positioning the forelimbs could help orient impact forces and
contribute to stable landings. To illustrate this, consider a toad approaching landing with an
impact angle, 𝛾! , and forelimbs positioned at angle, 𝛼! , from the horizontal, as illustrated in
figure 14A. At impact, the GRF will be parallel to the impact angle, and will act at the center of
pressure of the manus. Azizi (Azizi et al., 2014) demonstrated that the retraction of the hind
limbs moves the COM anteriorly (ii to i, fig. 14A), minimizing the moment arm of the GRF and
reducing torques at impact (Azizi et al., 2014). However, retracting the hind limbs in this
manner would not minimize torques for all impact angles. For instance, if a toad prepares to
land by similarly positioning its forelimbs but approaches the ground at a more acute angle (𝛾!! ,
fig. 14B), this same body and limb configuration would now result in a net torque (Fxd, Fig 14B)
that would topple the toad forward. In fact, at this impact angle and forelimb position, the COM
would need to be well behind the toad for the animal to minimize landing torques. But, as
suggested by Nauwelaerts (Nauwelaerts & Aerts, 2006), forelimb angle also contributes to a
controlled landing. If the toad simply repositioned its forelimbs to hit the ground at a more
acute angle (𝛼!! fig. 14B), the GRF vector would again align more closely to the COM, allowing a
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more controlled landing. Notice that in both cases the forelimb angle at impact mirrors the
impact angle to minimize torques.

Figure 14. Importance of hind- and forelimb positioning on minimizing toppling torques at
landing A) Retracting the hind limbs moves the COM from ii to i and decreases torque at impact
for some impact angles. B) For a more acute impact angle, 𝛾!! , the same forelimb landing angle
of 𝛼! will result in net torques around the COM and not allow the toad to stabilize landing. If
forelimbs instead were positioned more anteriorly at 𝛼!! , GRF vector could align more closely
with the COM. C) The velocity vector angle, 𝛾, is the instantaneous tangent to the line
describing the position of the snout of the toad throughout the hop. The impact angle is the
velocity vector angle at touchdown, here shown for high and flat hops (solid and dashed traces,
respectively) that would result in impact angles of 𝛾! and 𝛾!! .
Thus, we hypothesize that toads align the forelimbs with the impact angle at
touchdown. In order to test this we used high-speed video to measure body and forelimb
kinematics as toads hopped off platforms of three heights, a method employed to expand the
range of impact angles.
Furthermore, our experimental method also allowed us to ask whether forelimb
orientation is actively controlled or if this is merely a byproduct of holding the forelimbs at a
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fixed angle in relation to the body throughout the aerial phase. We hypothesize that forelimb
position is actively controlled and forelimbs rotate with respect to the body during impact
preparation to achieve alignment before they hit the ground.
Methods
Animals
Six adult B. marinus (63-170 g) were obtained from a commercial supplier and housed in
large plastic containers in groups of two to four in a room maintained at ~24° C with a 12h light:
12h dark cycle. Water was always available and they were fed a diet of crickets several times a
week. All experimental work was approved by Mount Holyoke College's IACUC.
Jumping Trials
The toad's limbs were marked at the wrist and midway along the humerus to
characterize forelimb angle in relation to the horizontal, and two points marking the longitudinal
axis of the back were used to quantify the pitch of the animal in the vertical plane (fig. 14).
Animals were hopped in a rectangular glass tank (89X43X43 cm) off platforms of 3 heights (Flat:
0cm, Low: 5cm, High: 9 cm) lined with rough felt to ensure purchase during takeoff (6-12 hops
for each of 6 individual toads in each condition; 26-35 hops for each toad, 173 hops total). Hops
were recorded, calibrated and digitized as in (Cox 2015).
Data Analysis
All video sequences were analyzed to identify the onset of movement, and time of liftoff
and touchdown for each hop. 3D coordinates were smoothed with a quintic spline interpolation.
Forelimb angle was calculated as the angle between the line through points 1 and 2 (fig. 14B)
and the horizontal such that forelimbs held parallel to the ground would have an angle of 0o.
The animal’s pitch, 𝜑, was determined between the line through points 3 and 4 and the
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horizontal (fig. 14B) such that positive values corresponded to the head elevated relative to the
legs. Velocity vector angle, 𝛾,was the instantaneous tangent to the line describing the position
of the tip of the animal’s snout through time (fig. 14C). Average angular acceleration during the
last phase was calculated from the rate of change of the pitch of the animal.

To determine whether the forelimb angle aligned with impact angle, a forelimb angle
was regressed against impact angle for each toad (fig. 15). Forelimb angle during hopping varied
in a stereotypical pattern consisting of three phases differentiated by three distinctive kinematic
events (T0-T3, fig. 15). Hop initiation, T0, was defined as the first time the velocity of the toad was
greater than 5 cm/s. T1 and T2 were defined by the inflection points of the forelimb angle vs.
time trace, while T3 corresponded to touchdown (fig. 15). To quantify the relative movement
between the forelimbs and the body during the last phase before touchdown, the difference
between forelimb angle rate of change was subtracted from the pitch rate of change from T2 to
T3, averaged across individuals and tested for significance with a one sample t-test (R Core
Team, 2015). To test for the influence of angular acceleration during the last phase and hop
height on forelimb position both were fit with two mixed linear models (Bates et al., 2014; R
Core Team, 2015). The models to test angular acceleration consisted of a null model with no
fixed effect and a full model with the difference between forelimb angle at touchdown and
impact angle, (𝛾! − 𝛼! , fig. 15) as a fixed effect. The influence of hop height was evaluated with
a null model with no fixed effect and a full model with forelimb angle at touchdown as a fixed
effect. In all models, individual toads were included as random effects. The p-value for each full
model was computed with a likelihood ratio test between the full and reduced model. All results
are reported as means of individual means ± standard deviation.
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Figure 15. Representative body configuration and kinematics throughout a hop. A) Typical
height vs. time profile for a hop off a platform with corresponding toad body configuration at
the beginning of a hop, T0, maximum forelimb angle during takeoff, T1, minimum forelimb angle,
T2 and touchdown, T3. B) The corresponding forelimb angle, 𝛼 (blue), body pitch, 𝜑 (grey), and
velocity vector angle, 𝛾 (red) vs. time throughout the hop.
Results
Forelimb angle vs velocity vector angle at touchdown
Forelimb angle at touchdown varied significantly and linearly with impact velocity vector
for every animal (fig. 16). On average the forelimb angle at touchdown was 4.1±7.6 degrees
greater than the velocity vector angle, meaning the forelimbs were positioned slightly more
vertically than the impact angle. Additionally, forelimb angle at touchdown increased with hop
height (χ2(1):0.78, p:<1e-6).
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Figure 16. Forelimb angle at touchdown versus angle of impact angle at touchdown. Different
symbol and colors reflect different animals and every symbol is a single hop. Regression lines are
shown when fits are significant.

Patterns of forelimb angle and velocity vector angle throughout the hop
Forelimb angle during hopping underwent a stereotypical pattern consisting of three phases. In
the first phase (T0 to T1), as a toad's legs extended during takeoff, forelimb angle slowly
increased from 48±8 ˚ to 66±6 ˚ (Figs . 15&17, table 6). In the second phase (T1 to T2), as the
body reached its peak height and the pitch of the animal plateaued or began to decrease slightly
(𝜙! -𝜙! =-2±6˚), the forelimbs rapidly rotated back -40˚ to within -16˚ of the velocity vector angle
(𝛼! : 26˚, 𝛾! :10, Figs. 15&17, table 6) During the last phase before landing (T2 to T3), the
forelimbs reverse rotation direction again, tracking and approaching the velocity vector angle
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such that the forelimb angle was within -4±6˚ of the impact angle at touchdown (𝛼! :50±5˚,
𝛾! :46±4˚). In contrast, in this last phase, the animal's pitch actually decreased (𝜙! :-2±3˚,𝜙! :11±6 ˚) as the forelimb angle increased, indicating that changes in forelimb positioning are not
simply a byproduct of changes in body pitch. Indeed, during the last phase of the hop before
touchdown, the average rate of change of the forelimb angle (509±103˚/s) was significantly
larger than rate of change of the toad's pitch (-186±96˚/s, p:5.4e-05). In contrast, the average
rate of change of the velocity vector during this phase (675±56 ˚/s) was on average only
166±85 ˚/s larger than the forelimb angle rate of change (table 6, fig. 17B). Further, the
difference between the forelimb angle and the impact angle at touchdown did not significantly
increase with angular acceleration of the toad (𝜒 ! (1):0.78, p:0.38 ).

Table 6. : Kinematic variables at the beginning, end and over each phase of the hop. Forelimb,
velocity and pitch angle at each hop event throughout the hop. Durations and excursions (XTi+1 –
XTi) between hop events are given for each phase of the hop. All values are means of individual
means ± standard deviation.

Forelimb Angle ˚
Velocity Angle ˚
Pitch ˚
Duration ˚
Forelimb Excursion ˚
Pitch Excursion ˚
Velocity Angle
Excursion˚

T0
Phase1
T1
48±8
66±6
-27 ±8
-20 ±6
1±5
1±4
98±18
18±6
-0.4 ±2
7±8
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Phase 2

81 ±12
-40±7
-3 ±3
30±2

T2
26±5
10±6
-2 ±3

Phase 3

T3
50±5
46±3
-11±6

95 ±11
25±7
-9±4
36±7

Figure 17. Independence of forelimb kinematics from changes in body pitch. The mean forelimb
angle (blue), animal pitch (grey), and velocity vector (red) at T0 through T3 for all hops. White
filled circles designate the mean of individual toad means and error bars and shaded regions
designate ± one standard deviation from the mean.

Discussion
As we hypothesized, toads align forelimbs with the impact angle at touchdown. Our
results are consistent with Nauwelaert’s model of landing in Rana esculenta (Nauwelaerts &
Aerts, 2006), in which peak ground reaction forces were minimized by positioning forelimbs
more vertically during hops of greater height (in our terms, with a greater forelimb angle).
These results also align with the requirements for dynamic stability during landing put forth by
Pai and Patton (Patton et al., 1999), which suggested hops with higher horizontal velocities
could be stabilized at impact by positioning the landing limbs further forward of the COM (in our
terms, with a smaller forelimb angle). Notice that Nauwelaerts and Pai’s predictions are just
special cases of the more general framework we propose here where the forelimb angle is
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aligned with the velocity vector, as defined by both its horizontal and vertical components. Our
framework is more in line with collision-based analyses of locomotion (Ruina et al., 2005; Lee et
al., 2011), where the collision angle is defined as the angle between the velocity vector and the
line perpendicular to the GRF. While in running the cost of transport is decreased by minimizing
collision angles (Ruina et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2011, 2013; Gutmann et al., 2013), controlled
landing demands the opposite, namely increasing the amount of energy lost by maximizing the
collision angle via aligning the GRF and the velocity vector.
Not all hops by cane toads are controlled singular landings, though. Reilly (Reilly et al.,
2015) recently showed that toads, like many mammals, also locomote by bounding, or stringing
several hops together to cover a larger distance. One of the major distinctions between
multiple and single hops was that an animal’s horizontal velocity never reached zero between
hops during bounding (Reilly et al., 2015). Instead, toads pivoted over their planted forelimbs,
utilizing their residual horizontal velocity as they take off for their next hop. We hypothesize
that during toad bounding the collision angle will not be maximized as in singular landings.
Instead, we predict that the forelimbs will be placed more vertically than the impact angle to
decrease the collision angle and maintain the animal’s horizontal velocity.
We predicted that the GRF vector would align with the angle of the velocity vector at
initial impact since the angular acceleration of most animals in our study was minimal. Our
simple analysis did not account for any angular acceleration or active muscular contributions
during impact. A more robust dynamic analysis of the changing forces during landing would be
necessary to fully describe the conditions for dynamic stability during landing (Sheets &
Hubbard, 2007). But it is interesting to note that the small amount of angular acceleration that
results from the change in pitch we observed could be countered by positioning the forelimbs
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more horizontally (with a smaller angle) than would be predicted from the impact angle alone
(Bardy & Laurent, 1998). Yet, this is not what we observed. We found a small (less than 10
degrees) but statistically significant trend in the other direction; forelimbs were slightly more
vertical than the impact angle and the difference between the two did not increase with
increasing angular acceleration. This suggests that angular acceleration is not a significant
influence on forelimb position in these conditions and perhaps other factors are at work. While,
unlike most other hopping species, cane toads regularly manage to land without contacting their
trunk with the ground (Nauwelaerts & Aerts, 2006; Essner et al., 2010; Gillis et al., 2010, 2014;
Reilly & Jorgensen, 2011; Reilly et al., 2015), ‘sticking the landing’ often involves rotating the
body around the forelimbs during impact to return to a takeoff-ready position. Forelimbs may
be positioned slightly more vertically than the impact angle, then, to utilize a small fraction of
the horizontal component of the velocity vector to reposition the body to be ready for the next
hop.
Our results also suggest that cane toads actively control forelimb angle alignment. Not
only did we find that toads rotate the forelimbs with respect to the body to achieve alignment at
impact, but they align forelimbs with the instantaneous velocity vector well before touchdown
and track the changing velocity vector until landing (fig. 17). Given that toads prioritize
vestibular over visual information to prepare for uneven landings (Cox & Gillis in press), it is
likely that toads also rely on vestibular feedback to help achieve this alignment. While forelimb
position appears actively modulated during impact preparation, hind limb retraction, another
key component of preparing for impact, is likely to be passively controlled in cane toads (Azizi
2014). Hind limb retraction, then, may be a rough adjustment that moves the COM anteriorly,
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(Azizi 2014), while forelimb positioning may contribute to a more fine adjustment that can tune
landing preparation to the impact conditions of each hop.
Surprisingly, this active control strategy could help toads coordinate landings across a
wide range of distances and hop conditions (e.g., from elevation) without the need to predict
impact time. By matching forelimb and velocity angles early in the hop and tracking the velocity
vector until impact, the toad is essentially prepared to land at any time over a long interval
rather than preparing for impact at a specific moment. This mirrors the control strategy toads
use to produce the distance-dependent increases in elbow extension to provide greater
breaking distances after impact in longer hops (Cox & Gillis, 2015). Toads begin to extend their
elbows at roughly the same time and at the same rate in all hops and longer hops simply provide
more time to reach more extended configurations (Cox & Gillis, 2015). In both cases, toad
forelimb kinematics in preparation for impact seem to follow simple rules that modulate
forelimb position and configuration so that they are prepared to land well before the time of
impact, eliminating the need to predict when that impact will happen.
Controlled landings require more than proper body position. Underlying musculature
also needs to be activated before landing to absorb energy and manage impact forces (Santello
& McDonagh, 1998; Santello, 2005; Gillis et al., 2010, 2014; Akella & Gillis, 2011; Azizi & Abbott,
2013). While forelimb kinematics suggest a control strategy that does not need to predict
impact time, data from the onset of EMG activity in forelimb muscles suggests that toads are
able to predict impact since they begin to brace for landing later in longer hops (Gillis et al.,
2010, 2014; Akella & Gillis, 2011). It would be surprising if toads only used predictions of impact
timing to modulate forelimb muscle activation times and not kinematics in preparation for
landing. One possible explanation is that even with respect to the EMG data toads may not be
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predicting the specific time of impact, but are instead using inherently distant dependent
vestibular cues to initiate portions of the landing sequence. For instance, if toads begin to brace
for impact at the time of maximum hop height, muscles would tend to be activated later in
longer hops, exhibiting the distance dependence observed without the need for specific
temporal predictions. Distinguishing whether toads are predicting impact time or using
vestibular cues to initiate impact preparation is difficult though, since the two are highly
correlated in hops on flat surfaces. Studies exploring pre-landing EMG activity of toads hopping
off platforms, much like our experimental setup here, may be able to pull apart vestibular cues
from hop duration enough to shed some light on the triggers toads use to initiate impact
preparation in the underlying muscles.
Cane toads are known to perform controlled landings hopping on flat surfaces. Here
we’ve seen that they can also accommodate varying terrain, sticking landings from heights 2-3
times their body height. This appears to be accomplished by coordinating three components of
impact preparation: 1) positioning the forelimbs to hit the ground first by protracting and
abducting the humeri, 2) preparing and bracing for impact by extending the elbows and
activating underlying musculature to stiffen the joint and 3) controlling torques during the
landing in part by retracting the hind limbs and rotating the forelimbs to align with the impact
angle.
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CHAPTER 4
ASYMMETRIC LANDING IN CANE TOADS
Abstract

Coordinated landing requires anticipating the timing and magnitude of impact, which in
turn requires sensory input. To better understand how cane toads, well known for coordinated
landing, prioritize visual versus vestibular feedback during hopping, we recorded kinematic and
electromyographic data from five animals hopping under two conditions that were designed to
force animals to land with one forelimb well before the other. In one condition, landing
asymmetry was due to mid-air rolling, created by an unstable takeoff surface. In this condition,
both visual and vestibular information could be used to predict asymmetric landing. In the
other, animals took off normally, but landed asymmetrically because of a sloped landing surface.
In this condition, visual and vestibular feedback provided conflicting information, and only visual
feedback could appropriately predict the asymmetrical landing. During the roll treatment, when
vestibular and visual feedback could be used to predict an asymmetrical landing, pre-landing
forelimb muscle activity and movement began earlier in the limb that landed first. However, no
such asymmetries in forelimb preparation were apparent during hops onto sloped landings
when only visual information could be used to predict landing asymmetry. These data suggest
that toads prioritize vestibular over visual information to coordinate landing.

Introduction
Coordinated landing involves the proper positioning of limbs and the development of
appropriate levels of underlying limb muscle forces prior to impact. Such limb positioning and
muscle force production depend on anticipating when and how hard one is going to hit the
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ground (Santello, 2005). While anticipating and coordinating landing in a number of mammals
involves complex sensory integration (Keller & Precht, 1979; Vidal et al., 1979; Santello et al.,
2001) it is less clear how sensory feedback is prioritized and integrated during landing
preparation in the vertebrate lineage perhaps best known for jumping: anurans (frogs and
toads). Here we present a study using a simple apparatus to perturb landing conditions in cane
toads (Bufo marinus) to better understand how they prioritize visual and vestibular feedback to
prepare for landing.
Cane toads are well known for coordinated landings (Gillis et al., 2014), and two
hallmarks of their in-air preparation are 1) large degrees of humeral protraction and elbow
extension (Cox & Gillis, 2015) and 2) pre-landing electromyographic (EMG) activity in elbow
extensors (m. anconeus heads; Akella & Gillis, 2011) to brace for impact. Studies of anuran
landing to date have used stable and level takeoff and landing surfaces during jumping trials,
which typically lead to landings in which both forelimbs make ground contact nearly
simultaneously at impact. To investigate roles of vestibular versus visual feedback, we designed
experiments that forced toads to land with one forelimb well before the other. In one
condition, asymmetry at impact was the result of long-axis rotation (roll) in mid-air (fig. 18A),
during which vestibular and visual feedback could both be used to appropriately predict an
asymmetrical landing. In the other condition toads hopped off a level platform onto a sloped
landing surface such that visual and vestibular feedback provided conflicting information about
landing conditions (fig. 18A).
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Figure 18. Experimental setup, hypotheses and results. A) Treatments to produce asynchronous
landings. Throughout figure, right forelimb data is depicted in red, left in blue. B) Graphical
depiction of hypotheses. Red and blue solid lines represent elbow angle over time (increases =
extension; decreases = flexion). Red and blue boxes designate the hypothetical onset and
duration of pre-landing EMG activity in m. anconeus (Anc.) of each limb. Vertical dashed lines
designate limb touchdown times. C&D) Results: Images of toads in slope-left and roll-left landings with
right and left arms designated by color. EMG activity and elbow angle, θ, are shown for each limb. In roll
left treatment (C), note the asymmetries in EMG onset timing and elbow extension kinematics, with
the left limb preparing for impact earlier than the right limb. (D) While in slope treatments, EMG
timing and elbow kinematics parallel one another between forelimbs despite the earlier left forelimb
touchdown. This pair of results is only consistent with vestibular control of landing (shaded blue

box).

We measured forelimb kinematics and pre-landing m. anconeus EMG activity bilaterally
as toads prepared for landing under both conditions. Our null hypothesis was that toads use no
sensory feedback to prepare for impact, and thus exhibit bilaterally similar forelimb movements
and muscle activity patterns during hopping regardless of landing condition (fig. 18Bi). If instead,
sensory feedback is important, we predict that asymmetries in landing preparation should be
present, depending upon which arm is anticipated to make ground contact first. Specifically, if
vestibular feedback is prioritized over vision under these experimental conditions, we predict
landing preparation will begin earlier in the limb to touchdown first during trials in which
animals roll in mid-air, but not when they take off normally and land on sloped surfaces (fig.
18Bii). In contrast, if visual information is prioritized, or is integrated with vestibular feedback,
then we predict left-right asymmetries under both landing conditions (fig. 18Biii).
Methods
Animals
Five adult Bufo marinus (44 to 131 g; mean = 69.3 g) were used for kinematic analysis
and EMG recordings. Toads were obtained and housed as in Cox and Gillis (2015). All
experimental work was approved by Mount Holyoke College's IACUC.
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Electromyography and Data Collection
Electromyographic data were collected bilaterally from the m. anconeus, an elbow
extensor that is activated consistently before impact (Gillis et al., 2010). Electrodes were
implanted and EMG signals amplified as in earlier work (Akella & Gillis, 2011). EMG signals were
digitized at 5000 Hz using a National Instruments A/D converter (NIcDAQ-9178).
Forelimbs were marked bilaterally as is described in Cox & Gillis (2015). Animals were
placed in a rectangular glass tank (89x43x43 cm) and hopped in two conditions: 1) Roll
treatments involved unstable takeoffs achieved by hopping toads off a weighted cylinder (12 cm
diameter) that rolled as animals took off and reliably led to long-axis rotation in mid-air (fig. 18A
and D). In these trials, animals landed on a flat surface, but because of the roll, forelimbs
touched down at different times; 2) Slope treatments involved stable takeoffs off a 6 cm
platform onto surfaces angled at 45 degrees, which also led to different forelimb touchdown
times (fig. 18A and C). Twelve to fifteen hops were recorded at 500 fps and calibrated as
described in Cox & Gillis (2015) for each toad in each of the two conditions (131 total hops
recorded, table 7).
Data Analysis
Videos were analyzed to identify the time of landing of each forelimb. Elbow kinematics
were analyzed bilaterally as in Cox and Gillis (2015). EMG data were analyzed as described in
Schnyer et al (2014). Differences between left and right forelimbs in touchdown times, TDL-R, m.
anconeus onset timing, AOL-R, and intensity, AIL-R, were calculated by subtracting the value for
the right limb from that of the left. The duration of impact preparation for each limb, IPdur, was
defined as the time between touchdown of the first limb and the time when elbow extension
began in each limb (fig. 18C&D).
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ANOVAs with individual ID as a factor were performed to compare onset and intensity
of pre-landing EMG activity and onset timing and duration of elbow extension across limbs,
within slope and roll treatments. Differences in pre-landing EMG intensity, AIL-R, and onset time
between forelimbs, AOL-R, for each individual were regressed against differences in forelimb
touchdown times, TDL-R, for hops in roll conditions.
Results
We found that toads prepared appropriately for asymmetrical landings during roll, but
not slope, treatments. For example, when animals rolled in mid-air, pre-landing EMG activity
timing and intensity in m. anconeus depended upon which forelimb hit the ground first (fig.
18D). Specifically, pre-landing EMG activity began earlier (p:8e-6; fig. 19A), continued for a
longer duration (p:8e-6;table 7) and was more intense (p<1e-6; fig. 19C)in the forelimb that
touched down first. Further, for every animal, the intensity of pre-landing EMG activity as well
as the time difference between the EMG onsets in the left versus right forelimb increased
linearly with the difference between forelimb touchdown times (fig. 19B; 19D). In other words,
the leading limb’s m. anconeus activity began earlier and was more intense, relative to the
trailing limb, the more asymmetrical the landing. But there was no significant difference
between forelimbs in onset timing (p:0.67; fig. 19A), duration (p:0.98; table 7) or intensity of
EMG activity (p:0.98; fig. 19B) during slope treatments.
Differences in elbow kinematics during landing preparation paralleled those found for
EMG activity. During sloped hops, when vision alone could predict asymmetrical forelimb
touchdown times, there was no significant difference in the onset timing (p:0.67; fig. 18C) or
duration (p:0.67; table 7) of elbow extension between left and right forelimbs. In contrast,
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during roll hops toads began to extend the elbow of the leading forelimb significantly earlier
than the trailing forelimb (p:1e-6; table 7; fig. 18D).
Table 7. The difference in the forelimb touchdown times, TDL-R, between forelimbs and the
duration of elbow excursion for left, IpDur L, and right, IpDur R, forelimbs in each condition. All
variables are given as means of individual means ± sd.

Total hops

Slope Left
37

Slope Right
31

Roll Left
28

Roll Right
35

TDL-R (ms)

-19±17

17±12

-13±8

15±17

IpDur L (ms)

79±30

75±16

110±28

79±39

IpDur R (ms)

73±36

74±15

71±32

101±32

Discussion
By manipulating hopping conditions and forcing toads to land with one arm before the
other, we have demonstrated that toads use sensory feedback in preparation for certain kinds
of asymmetrical landings. Toads exhibit left-right forelimb asymmetries during roll treatments
when vestibular and visual information could be useful for predicting the asymmetry, but not
during slope treatments, when visual feedback alone could be used to predict landing
conditions. These results suggest that toads prioritize vestibular over visual information during
landing.
This apparent neglect of visual information might appear surprising given that toads
have excellent visual systems (Robins & Rogers, 2006) and that visual feedback seems critical for
smoothly navigating uneven terrain. Indeed, vision is used in a variety of animals to modulate
limb kinematics and mechanics when adjusting to running over uneven ground (Müller et al.,
2010; Birn-Jeffery & Daley, 2012) or stepping onto a sloped or raised surface (Rossignol, 1996).
Given this, we propose several questions that open directions for future work.
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Figure 19. How the difference in touchdown times between limbs related to the difference in
onset time and magnitude of prelanding EMG activity. A) Difference in m. anconeus onset, AOL-R,
between forelimbs for each treatment. B) For roll hops, the difference in pre-landing EMG
intensity between forelimbs, AOL-R, versus time difference between forelimb touchdown (TDL-R)
color coded by animal, C) Difference in normalized pre-landing EMG activity between forelimbs,
AIL-R. D) For roll hops, the difference in normalized pre-landing EMG activity between forelimbs,
AIL-R, versus the time difference between forelimb touchdown, TDL-R, color coded by animal.
Linear regression lines for each animal are included for significant relationships.
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First, are our results generalizable? Our study probed toad landing preparation under a
very narrow set of conditions. Are there other experimental setups—involving greater visual
contrast or larger features—in which toads would use visual cues to modulate landing
preparation? Or are toads using a sensory conflict mechanism (Brandt et al., 2002) that might
prioritize vision under other conditions? Second, why might toads not rely on visual feedback for
landing? These animals are nocturnal, often hopping in the dark. Also, anurans typically cover
their eyes with a nictitating membrane at the onset of a jump, and little is known about whether
this might slightly obscure vision. Perhaps toads rely less on vision to coordinate landing
because it can be unreliable. Lastly, what limitations are there on landing without vision?
Humans, monkeys and cats are able to tune landing preparation to drop height in the absence
of visual information, but only when landing conditions are predictable (Santello 2005). While
toads appear to use vestibular information during in-air rolling to make predictions about the
relative timing and magnitude of impact between forelimbs, it is difficult to understand how, in
the absence of vision, they could accurately predict the absolute time of forelimb impact,
especially when navigating variable landing environments.
Thus, toads appear to use a landing strategy that relies on predictable conditions and
vestibular feedback (and likely hind limb proprioception) rather than visual feedback. This may
have the advantage of being less computationally complex but comes at the potential cost of
less coordinated locomotion across uneven terrain.
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APPENDIX A
THE ACCELERATION OF A BULLET
From the equation of motion, the average acceleration needed to reach a velocity, v,
from rest over a distance, x, is given by:

𝑎=

!!

(A.1)

!!

Using the published parameters of a Beretta Model 92S with a 9 mm bullet, a 127 mm
barrel length, and a 335 m/s exit muzzle velocity (Myatt, 1981), the average acceleration of a
bullet from the muzzle of a gun should be approximately 4.41×105 m/s2.
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APPENDIX B
LINEAR ACCELERATION OF NINJABOT APPENDAGE
The acceleration of a rotated body is a function of the torque applied and the body’s
moment of inertia.

𝑇 = 𝐼! ∝

(B.1)

where T is torque, IA is the moment of inertia of the body, and α is the body’s angular
acceleration. We can rewrite the angular acceleration as the linear acceleration, a, divided by
the distance from the point of rotation to the tip of the appendage, R (fig. 4.):

∝=

!

(B.2)

!

Substituting equation (B.2) into equation (B.1) and solving for a, the linear acceleration
at the tip of the appendage will be

𝑎=

!"

(B.3)

!!

The torque is dependent on the force applied to the appendage perpendicular to
motion, Fp, and the distance, also perpendicular to the motion, at which it acts, Rp (fig. 4).

𝑇 = 𝐹! 𝑅!

(B.4)

The force applied perpendicularly to the appendage depends on the force the beam
exerts, Fb, and the angle at which it is applied, θ.

𝐹! =

!!

(B.5)

!"# (!)
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The force applied by the beam can be found from the beam equation:

𝐹! =

!!!! !

(B.6)

!!

where E is the elastic modulus of the beam, Ib is the beam’s cross sectional moment of
inertia, x is the distance the end of the beam is deflected, and L is the length of the beam.
Substituting equation (B.6) into equation (B.5), we get
3EI x

Fp = L3 cosb θ

(B.7)

Finally, substituting equation (B.7) into (B.4) and the result into equation (B.3), we get
the equation describing the linear acceleration of the tip of the appendage:

𝑎=

!!!! !!! !

(B.8)

! ! !! !"# (!)
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APPENDIX C
CAVITATION ONSET FROM BERNOULII’S EQUATIONS
Bernoulli’s equations solved for the pressure distribution across the surface of a body in
flow gives:
!

𝑝!! 𝑝! + 𝜌𝑣! ! (1 − 4𝑠𝑖𝑛! 𝜃)
!

(C.1)

where ps is the water pressure at the surface of the cylinder, 𝑝! is the water pressure at
infinity, ρ is the water density, v is the object velocity relative to stationary fluid and θ is the
degrees from horizontal at which the pressure is calculated. For a circular cylinder, the velocity
will be the highest and the pressure lowest at θ = π/2 and 3π/2. Under ideal theoretical
conditions, cavitation is predicted to form when the local pressure drops below the vapor
pressure of the liquid, or when 𝑝! equals the vapor pressure, pv. Making these substitutions and
solving for velocity, we get
𝑣=

!"#(!! !!! )

(C.2)

!
!

!∗ !

The vapor pressure and density of water are 3.297 ± 0.19 kPa, and 1024.4±0.84 kg/m3,
respectively, for the salinity and temperature ranges in which the mantis shrimp operate [26±1o
C and 36.5±1.5 ppt (Sharqawy, 2010)]. Using these values, we estimate a cavitation onset
velocity of 7.85±0.01 m/s.
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APPENDIX D
DRAG CALCULATIONS
A simplified calculation of the total drag from the sum of the skin drag and drag due to
the added mass states that

𝐷=

!
!

𝜌𝑣 ! 𝐶! 𝐴 + 𝜌𝐴

!
!

𝐴 𝑎

(D.1)

where 𝜌 is density, v is velocity, CD is the coefficient of drag, A is the cross sectional area
of the accelerated body, and a is the body’s acceleration. The thickness of accelerated water is
approximated by ¼ A. Both in air and water, we assume a velocity of 30 m/s, a CD of 1, an area of
6×10-4 m2, and an acceleration of 1×105 m/s. The density of air at STD is 1.225 kg/m3. The density
of saltwater at the surface is 1025 kg/m3.
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